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Abstract. Succinct non-interactive arguments of knowledge (SNARKs) have found numerous applications in the blockchain setting and elsewhere. The most efficient SNARKs
require a distributed ceremony protocol to generate public parameters, also known as a
structured reference string (SRS). Our contributions are two-fold:
– We give a security framework for non-interactive zero-knowledge arguments with a
ceremony protocol.
– We revisit the ceremony protocol of Groth’s SNARK [Bowe et al., 2017]. We show that
the original construction can be simplified and optimized, and then prove its security
in our new framework. Importantly, our construction avoids the random beacon model
used in the original work.

1

Introduction

Zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge [GMR85, BG93] allow to prove knowledge of a witness for
some NP statement while not revealing any information besides the truth of the statement.
The recent progress in zero-knowledge (ZK) Succinct Non-interactive Arguments of Knowledge (SNARKs) [Gro10,Lip12,PHGR13,DFGK14,Gro16] has enabled the use of zero-knowledge
proofs in practical systems, especially in the context of blockchains [BCG+ 14,KMS+ 16,SBG+ 19,
BCG+ 20].
Groth16 [Gro16] is the SNARK with the smallest proof size and fastest verifier in the literature,
and it is also competitive in terms of prover time. Beyond efficiency, it has several other useful
properties. Groth16 is rerandomizable [LCKO19], which is a desirable property for achieving
receipt-free voting [LCKO19]. Simultaneously, it also has a weak form of simulation extractability [BKSV20] which guarantees that even if the adversary has seen some proofs before, it cannot
prove a new statement without knowing the witness. The prover and verifier use only algebraic
operations and thus proofs can be aggregated [BMMV19]. Furthermore, Groth16 is attractive
to practitioners due to the vast quantity of implementation and code auditing attention it has
already received.
Every application using Groth16 must run a separate trusted setup ceremony in order to ensure
security, and even small errors in the setup could result a complete break of the system. Indeed,
the paper of the original Zcash SNARK [BCTV14] contained a small typo which resulted in a
bug that would allow an attacker to print unlimited funds in an undetectable manner [Gab19].
Some would use this example as a reason to avoid any SNARK with a trusted setup ceremony at
all costs. And yet people are still not only using Groth16, but actively designing new protocols on
top of it, potentially for the reasons listed above. Thus we believe that if this SNARK ceremony
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is going to be used anyways, it is important to spend as much time and effort on simplifying its
description and verifying its security as possible.
The primary purpose of this work is to take a formal approach to proving the security of the
Groth16 setup ceremony of Bowe, Gabizon, and Miers [BGM17] that is currently being used
in practice. This setup ceremony has already been used by Zcash, Aztec protocol, Filecoin,
Semaphore, Loopring, and Tornado Cash. We simplify the original protocol, specifically we remove the need for a random beacon. Our security proofs equally apply to the version of the
protocol with a beacon already used in practice.
A number of different works have analysed the setup security of zk-SNARKs. The works of [BCG+ 15,
BGG17,ABL+ 19] propose specialized multi-party computation protocols for SRS generation ceremonies. A common feature of these protocols is that they are secure if at least one of the parties
is honest. However, these schemes are not robust in the sense that all parties must be fixed before
the beginning of the protocol and be active throughout the whole execution. In other words if
a single party goes offline between rounds then the protocol will not terminate. Bowe, Gabizon,
and Miers [BGM17] showed that the latter problem could be solved if there is access to a random
beacon — an oracle that periodically produces bitstrings of high entropy — which can be used to
rerandomize the SRS after each protocol phase. Unfortunately, obtaining a secure random beacon is, by itself, an extremely challenging problem [KRDO17, CD17, BBBF18, HYL20, BDD+ 20].
Secure solutions include unique threshold signatures [HMW18], which themselves require complex setup ceremonies as well as verifiable delay functions [BBBF18, Pie19, Wes19] that require
the design and use of specialized hardware. Practical realizations have instead opted for using
a hash function applied to a recent blockchain block as a random beacon. This is not an ideal
approach since the blockchain miners can bias the outcome.5
The work of Groth, Kohlweiss, Maller, Meiklejohn, and Miers [GKM+ 18] takes a different approach and directly constructs a SNARK where the SRS is updatable, that is, anyone can update
the SRS and knowledge soundness and zero-knowledge are preserved if at least one of the updaters was honest.6 Subsequent updatable SNARKS like Sonic [MBKM19], Marlin [CHM+ 20],
and PLONK [GWC19] have improved the efficiency of updatable SNARKs, but they are still less
efficient than for example [Gro16]. Mirage [KPPS20] modifies the original Groth16 by making
the SRS universal, that is the SRS works for all relations up to some size bound. The latter
work can be seen as complementary to the results of this paper as it amplifies the benefits of a
successfully conducted ceremony.
1.1

Our Contributions

Our key contributions are as follows:
Designing a security framework. We formalize the notion of non-interactive zero-knowledge
(NIZK) argument with a multi-round SRS ceremony protocol, which extends the framework
of updatable NIZKs in [MBKM19]. Our definitions take a game-based approach and in particular are less rigid than multi-party computation definitions. Our security notions say that
an adversary cannot forge a SNARK proofs even if they can participate in the setup ceremony. We call such a SNARK ceremonial. This notion is more permissible for the setup
ceremony than requiring simulatability and is therefore easier to achieve. In particular, using our definitions we do not require the use of a random beacon, whereas it is not clear
5

6

Also from a theoretical perspective it is desirable for a setup ceremony to avoid dependence on setups
as much as possible—we spurn random beacons but embrace random oracles.
Note that one can independently prove subversion ZK [ABLZ17, Fuc18].
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that the random beacon could be easily avoided in the MPC setting. Our definitions are
applicable to SNARKs with a multiple round setup ceremony as long as they are ceremonial.
Proving security without a random beacon. We prove the security of the Groth16 SNARK
with a setup ceremony of [BGM17] in our new security framework.7 We intentionally try
not change the original ceremony protocol too much so that our security proof would apply to protocols already used in practice. Security is proven with respect to algebraic adversaries [FKL18] in the random oracle model. We require a single party to be honest in
each phase of the protocol in order to guarantee knowledge soundness and subversion zeroknowledge holds unconditionally. Unlike [BGM17], our security proof does not rely on the
use of a random beacon. However, our security proof does apply to protocols that have been
implemented using a (potentially insecure) random beacon because the beacon can just be
treated as an additional malicious party. We see this as an important security validation of
real-life protocols that cryptocurrencies depend on.
Revisiting the discrete logarithm argument. The original paper of [BGM17] used a novel
discrete logarithm argument to prove knowledge of update contributions. They showed that
the argument has knowledge soundness under the knowledge of exponent assumption in the
random oracle model. While proving the security of the ceremony protocol, we observe that
even stronger security properties are necessary. The discrete logarithm argument must be
zero-knowledge and straight-line simulation extractable, i.e., knowledge sound in the presence of simulated proofs. Furthermore, simulation-extractability has to hold even if the adversary obtains group elements as an auxiliary input for which he does not know the discrete
logarithm. We slightly modify the original argument to show that those stronger properties
are satisfied if we use the algebraic group model with random oracles.
Thus this work simplifies the widely used protocol of [BGM17] and puts it on firmer foundations.
1.2

Our Techniques

Security framework Our security framework assumes that the SRS is split into ϕmax distinct
components srs = (srs1 , . . . , srsϕmax ) and in each phase of the ceremony protocol one of the
components gets finalized. We formalize this by enhancing the standard definition of NIZK with
an Update and VerifySRS algorithms. Given srs and the phase number ϕ, the Update algorithm
updates srsϕ and produces a proof ρ that the update was correct. The verification algorithm
VerifySRS is used to check that srs and update proofs {ρi }i are valid.
We obtain the standard updatability model if ϕmax = 1. When modelling the Groth16 SNARK
we set ϕmax = 2. In that scenario, we split the SRS into a universal component srs1 = srsu that
is independent of any relation and to a specialized component srs2 = srss , which depends on a
concrete relation R. Both srsu and srss are updatable; however, the initial srss has to be derived
from srsu and the relation R. Thus, parties need first to update srsu , and only after a sufficient
number of updates can they start to update srss . The universal srsu can be reused for other
relations.
In our definition of update knowledge soundness, we require that no adversary can convince
an honest verifier of a statement unless either (1) they know a valid witness; (2) the SRS does
not pass the setup ceremony verification VerifySRS; or (3) one of the phases did not include
any honest updates. Completeness and zero-knowledge hold for any SRS that passes the setup
7

In other words Groth16 is ceremonial for [BGM17].
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ceremony verification, even if there were no honest updates at all. The latter notions are known
as subversion completeness and subversion zero-knowledge [BFS16].
Security proof of setup ceremony We must prove subversion zero-knowledge and update
knowledge-soundness. Subversion zero-knowledge follows from the previous work in [ABLZ17,
Fuc18], which already proved it for Groth16 under knowledge assumptions. The only key difference is that we can extract the simulation trapdoor with a discrete logarithm proof of knowledge
argument Πdl used in the ceremony protocol.
Our security proof of update knowledge-soundness uses a combination of the algebraic group
model and the random oracle (RO) model. As was recently shown by Fuchsbauer, Plouviez,
and Seurin [FPS20] the mixture of those two models can be used to prove powerful results (tight
reductions of Schnorr-based schemes in their case) but it also introduces new technical challenges.
Recall that the algebraic group model (AGM) is a relaxation of the generic group model proposed
by Fuchsbauer, Kiltz, and Loss [FKL18]. They consider algebraic adversaries Aalg that obtain
some group elements G1 , . . . , Gn during the execution of the protocol and whenever Aalg outputs
~ = c1 , . . . , cn such that
a new group element E, it also has to output a linear representation C
c1 c2
cn
E = G1 G2 . . . Gn . Essentially, Aalg can only refer elements constructed using group-based
operations. In contrast to the generic group model, the representation of group elements is
visible to Aalg , and we must provide a formal reduction to any assumptions used (e.g. discrete
logarithm).
Already the original AGM paper [FKL18] proved knowledge soundness of the Groth16 SNARK
in the AGM model (assuming trusted SRS). They proved it under the q-discrete logarithm
2
q
assumption, i.e., a discrete logarithm assumption where the challenge is (Gz , Gz , . . . , Gz ). The
main idea for the reduction is that we can embed Gz in the SRS of the SNARK. Then when
the algebraic adversary Aalg outputs a group-based proof π, all the proof elements are in the
span of the SRS elements, and Aalg also outputs the respective algebraic representation. We
can view the verification equation as a polynomial Q that depends on the SRS and π such that
Q(SRS, π) = 0 when the verifier accepts. Moreover, since π and SRS depend on z, we can write
Q(SRS, π) = Q0 (z). Roughly, the proof continues by looking at the formal polynomial Q0 (Z),
where Z is a variable corresponding to z, and distinguishing two cases: (i) if Q0 (Z) = 0, it is
possible to argue based on the coefficient of Q0 that the statement is valid and some of the
coefficients are the witness, i.e., Aalg knows the witness, or (ii) if Q0 (Z) 6= 0, then it is possible
to efficiently find the root z of Q0 and solve the discrete logarithm problem.
Our proof of update knowledge soundness follows a similar strategy, but it is much more challenging since the SRS can be biased, and the Aalg has access to all the intermediate values related
to the updates. Furthermore, Aalg also has access to the random oracle, which is used by the
discrete logarithm proof of knowledge Πdl . Firstly, since the SRS of the Groth16 SNARK contains one trapdoor that is inverted (that is δ), we need to use a novel extended discrete logarithm
1
1
i
i
1
2
assumption where the challenge value is ({Gz }qi=0
, {H z }qi=0
, r, s, G rz+s , H rz+s ) where G and H
are generators of pairing groups and r, s, z are random values. We prove that this new assumption is very closely related (equivalent for dynamic groups under small change of parameters) to
the q-discrete logarithm assumption. In the case with an honest SRS [FKL18] it was possible to
argue that by multiplying all SRS elements by δ we get an equivalent argument which does not
contain division, but it is harder to use the same reasoning when the adversary biases δ. The
reduction still follows a similar high-level idea, but we need to introduce intermediate games that
create a simplified environment before we can use the polynomial Q. For these games we rely on
the zero-knowledge property and simulation extractability of Πdl . Moreover, we have to consider
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that Aalg sees and adaptively affects intermediate states of the SRS on which the proof by π can
depend on. Therefore the polynomial Q0 takes a significantly more complicated form, but as we
see, the simplified environment reduces this complexity.
Revisiting the discrete logarithm argument One of the key ingredients in the [BGM17]
ceremony is the discrete logarithm proof of knowledge Πdl . Each updater uses this to prove that
it knows its contribution to the SRS. The original [BGM17] proved only knowledge soundness of
Πdl . While proving the security of the setup ceremony, we observe that much stronger properties are needed. Firstly, Πdl needs to be zero-knowledge since it should not reveal the trapdoor
contribution. Secondly, Πdl should be knowledge sound, but in an environment where the adversary also sees simulated proofs and obtains group elements (SRS elements) for which it does
not know the discrete logarithm. For this, we define a stronger notion simulation-extractability
where the adversary can query oracle Ose for simulated proofs and oracle Opoly on polynomials
f (X1 , . . . , Xn ) that get evaluated at some random points x1 , . . . , xn such that it learn Gf (x1 ,...,xn ) .
We show that Πdl proofs can be trivially simulated when the simulator has access to the internals
of the random oracle and thus Πdl is zero-knowledge. We again use AGM to prove simulationextractability. However, since in this proof we can embed the discrete logarithm challenge in
the random oracle responses, we do not need different powers of the challenge and can instead
rely on the standard discrete logarithm assumption. We also slightly simplify the original Πdl
and remove the dependence on the public transcript TΠ of the ceremony protocol, that is, the
sequence of messages broadcasted by the parties so far. Namely, the original protocol hashes TΠ
and the statement to obtain a challenge value. This turns out to be a redundant feature, and
removing it makes Πdl more modular.

2

Preliminaries

PPT denotes probabilistic polynomial time, and DPT denotes deterministic polynomial time.
r
The security parameter is denoted by λ. We write y ← A(x) when a PPT algorithm A outputs
y on input x and uses random coins r. Often we neglect r for simplicity. If A runs with specific
random coins r, we write y ← A(x; r). A view of an algorithm A is a list denoted by viewA which
contains the data that fixes A’s execution trace: random coins, its inputs (including ones from
the oracles), and outputs8 . We sometimes refer to the “transcript” implying only the public part
of the view: that is interactions of A with oracles and the challenger.
Let ~a and ~b be vectors of length n. We say that the vector ~c of length 2n − 1 is a convolution of
(n,n)
X
ai bj for k ∈ {1, . . . , 2n − 1}.
~a and ~b if ck =
(i,j)=(1,1);i+j=k+1

Bilinear Pairings. Let BGen be a bilinear group generator that takes as input a security parameter
1λ and outputs a pairing description bp = (p, G1 , G2 , GT , ê, G, H) where G1 , G2 , GT are groups
of prime order p, G is a generator of G1 , H is a generator of G2 , and ê : G1 × G2 → GT is
a non-degenerate and efficient bilinear map. That is, ê(G, H) is a generator of GT and for any
a, b ∈ Zp , ê(Ga , H b ) = ê(G, H)ab . We call a group dynamic if BGen outputs uniformly distributed
generators G, H
8

The latter can be derived from the former elements of the list, and is added to viewA for convenience,
following e.g. [GM17]
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ROt (φ) // Initially QRO = ∅
if QRO [φ] 6= ⊥
r ← QRO [φ];
else
r ←$ Zp ; QRO [φ] ← r
if t = 1 then return r else return Gr

Fig. 1. The transparent random oracle RO0 (·) : {0, 1}∗ → G1 , RO1 (·) : {0, 1}∗ → Zp . We write
RO(φ) for the interface RO0 (φ) provided to protocols.
2.1

Algebraic Group Model with RO and Discrete Logarithm Assumptions

We will use the algebraic group model (AGM) [FKL18] to prove the security of Groth’s SNARK.
In AGM, we consider only algebraic algorithms that provide a linear explanation for each group
element that they output. More precisely, if Aalg has so far received group elements G1 , . . . , Gn ∈
G and outputs a group element Gn+1 ∈ G, then it has to also provide a vector of integer
~ = (c1 , . . . , cn ) such that Gn+1 = Qn Gci . We will use it in a pairing-based
coefficients C
i=1 i
setting where we distinguish between group elements of G1 and G2 . Formally, the set of algebraic
~ is obtained by calling the algebraic extractor C
~ ← E agm (viewA ) that is guaranteed
coefficients C
A
to exist for any algebraic adversary A. This extractor is white-box and requires A’s view to run.
Random Oracle. Fuchsbauer et al. [FKL18] also show how to integrate the AGM with the random
oracle (RO) model. Group elements returned by RO(φ) are added to the set of received group
elements. To simulate update proofs we make use of a weakening of the programmable RO
model that we refer to as a transparent RO, presented on Fig. 1. For convenience we will denote
RO(·) := RO0 (·). The simulator has access to RO1 (·) and can learn the discrete logarithm
r by querying RO1 (x). It could query RO0 (x) for Gr but can also compute this value itself.
Constructions and the A in all security definitions only have access to the restricted oracle
RO0 (·).
One remarkable detail in using white-box access to the adversary A in the RO model is that
viewA includes the RO transcript (but not RO randomness), since it contains all requests and
replies A exchanges with the oracles it has access to, including RO. Thus access to viewA is
sufficient for our proofs, even though we do not give any explicit access to the RO history besides
the view of the adversary to the extractor.
Assumptions. We recall the (q1 , q2 )-discrete logarithm assumption [FKL18].
Definition 1 ((q1 , q2 )-dlog). The (q1 , q2 )-discrete logarithm assumption holds for BGen if for
any PPT A, the following probability is negligible in λ,
h
i
i
i
1
2
Pr bp ← BGen(1λ ); z ←$ Zp ; z 0 ← A(bp, {Gz }qi=1
, {H z }qi=1
) : z = z0 .
In our main theorem it is more convenient to use a slight variation of the above assumption.
Definition 2 ((q1 , q2 )-edlog). The (q1 , q2 )-extended discrete logarithm assumption holds for
BGen if for any PPT A, the following probability is negligible in λ,


bp ← BGen(1λ ); z, r, s ←$ Zp s.t. rz + s 6= 0;
1
1
Pr 0
.
i q
i q
1
2
z ← A(bp, {Gz }i=1
, {H z }i=1
, r, s, G rz+s , H rz+s ) : z = z 0
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The assumption is an extension of (q1 , q2 )-dlog, where we additionally give A the challenge z
in denominator (in both groups), blinded by s, r, which A is allowed to see. Later this helps to
model fractional elements in Groth16’s SRS. Notice that (q1 , q2 )-edlog trivially implies (q1 , q2 )dlog, since A for the latter does not need to use the extra elements of the former. The opposite
implication is also true (except for a slight difference in parameters) as we prove in the following
theorem.
Theorem 1. If (q1 + 1, q2 + 1)-dlog assumption holds, then (q1 , q2 )-edlog assumption holds.
Proof. Suppose that a PPT adversary A breaks (q1 , q2 )-edlog assumption with a probability ε.
We will construct an adversary B that breaks (q1 + 1, q2 + 1)-dlog assumption with the same
probability.
i

i

q1 +1
q2 +1
The adversary B gets as an input a challenge (bp, {Gz }i=1
, {H z }i=1
). Firstly, B samples
r, s ←$ Zp and we implicitly define x such that z = rx + s; the value of x is unknown to B.
After this B constructs a pairing description bp∗ which is exactly like bp but the generator G
1
is changed to Ĝ := Gz and H to Ĥ = Gz .9 Now, let us observe that Ĝ rx+s = Ĝ1/z = G and
i
i
i
Ĝx = Ĝ((z−s)/r) = Gz((z−s)/r) for i = 1, . . . , q1 are all values that B either already knows or
i
1 +1
can compute from r, s and {Gz }qi=0
. Considering that the same is true for G2 elements, B is
1
1
i
i
1
2
able to run A on an input (bp, {Ĝx }qi=1
, {Ĥ x }qi=1
, r, s, Ĝ rx+s , Ĥ rx+s ) and obtain some output
0
0
x . Finally, B returns rx + s.

The adversary A will output x0 = x with a probability ε since the input to A is indistinguishable
from an honest (q1 , q2 )-edlog challenge. If this happens, then B will succeed in computing z.
Thus, B will break the (q1 + 1, q2 + 1)-dlog assumption with the same probability ε. Given the
statement of our theorem, ε must be negligible and it follows that (q1 , q2 )-edlog assumption
holds.
t
u
We also state two lemmas that are often useful in conjunction with AGM proofs.
Lemma 1 ( [BFL20] ). Let Q be a non-zero polynomial in Zp [X1 , . . . , Xn ] of total degree d.
Define Q0 (Z) := Q(R1 Z +S1 , . . . , Rn Z +Sn ) in the ring (Zp [R1 , . . . , Rn , S1 , . . . , Sn ])[Z]. Then the
coefficient of the highest degree monomial in Q0 (Z) is a degree d polynomial in Zp [R1 , . . . , Rn ].
Lemma 2 (Schwartz-Zippel). Let P be a non-zero polynomial in Zp [X1 , . . . , Xn ] of total
degree d. Then, Pr[x1 , . . . , xn ←$ Zp : P (x1 , . . . , xn ) = 0] ≤ d/p.

3

Ceremonial SNARKs

In this section, we put forward our definitions for NIZKs that are secure with respect to a setup
ceremony. We discuss the new notions of update completeness and update soundness that apply
to ceremonies that take place over many rounds. We also define subversion zero-knowledge.
Compared to standard MPC definitions, our definitions do not include a simulator that can
manipulate the final SRS to look uniformly random. We believe that the attempt to realise
standard MPC definitions is what led prior works to make significant practical sacrifices e.g.
random beacons or players that cannot go offline. This is because a rushing adversary that plays
9

We implicitly assume that generators in bp are uniformly random. This might not always be the case
in a real-life pairing library.
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last can manipulate the bit-decomposition, for example to enforce that the first bit of the SRS
is always 0. We here choose to offer an alternative protection: we allow that the final SRS is
not distributed uniformly at random provided that the adversary does not gain any meaningful
advantage when attacking the soundness of the SNARK. This is in essence an extension of
updatability definitions [GKM+ 18] to ceremonies that require more than one round.
An argument system Ψ (with a ceremony protocol) for a relation R contains the following
algorithms:
(i) A PPT parameter generator Pgen that takes the security parameter 1λ as input and outputs
a parameter p (e.g., a pairing description)10 . We assume that p ← Pgen(1λ ) and the security
parameter is given as input to all algorithms without explicitly writing it.
(ii) A PPT SRS update algorithm Update that takes as input a phase number ϕ ∈ {1, . . . , ϕmax },
the current SRS srs, and proofs of previous updates {ρi }i , and outputs a new SRS srs0 and
an update proof ρ0 . It is expected that Update itself forces a certain phase order, e.g. the
sequential one.
(iii) A DPT SRS verification algorithm VerifySRS that takes as an input a SRS srs and update
proofs {ρi }i , and outputs 0 or 1.
(iv) A PPT prover algorithm Prove that takes as an input a SRS srs, a statement φ, and a
witness w, and outputs a proof π.
(v) A DPT verification algorithm Verify that takes as an input a SRS srs, a statement φ, and
a proof π, and outputs 0 or 1.
(vi) A PPT simulator algorithm Sim that takes as an input a SRS srs, a trapdoor τ , and a
statement φ, and outputs a simulated proof π.
The description of Ψ also fixes a default srsd = (srsd1 , . . . , srsdϕmax ).
We require that a secure Ψ satisfies the following flavours of completeness, zero-knowledge, and
knowledge soundness. All our definitions are in the (implicit) random oracle model, since our
final SRS update protocol will be using RO-dependent proof of knowledge. Therefore, all the
algorithms in this section have potential access to RO, if some sub-components of Ψ require it.
Completeness of Ψ requires that Update and Prove always satisfy verification.
Definition 3 (Perfect Completeness). An argument Ψ for R is perfectly complete if for any
adversary A, it has the following properties:
1. Update completeness:


(ϕ, srs, {ρi }i ) ← A(1λ ), (srs0 , ρ0 ) ← Update(ϕ, srs, {ρi }i ) :
Pr
= 0.
VerifySRS(srs, {ρi }i ) = 1 ∧ VerifySRS(srs0 , {ρi }i ∪ {ρ0 }) = 0
2. Prover completeness:


(srs, {ρi }i , φ, w) ← A(1λ ), π ← Prove(srs, φ, w) :
Pr
= 0.
VerifySRS(srs, {ρi }i ) = 1 ∧ (φ, w) ∈ R ∧ Verify(srs, φ, π) 6= 1
Our definition of subversion zero-knowledge follows [ABLZ17]. Intuitively it says that an adversary that outputs a well-formed SRS knows the simulation trapdoor τ and thus could simulate a
proof himself even without the witness. Therefore, proofs do not reveal any additional information. On a more technical side, we divide the adversary into an efficient SRS subverter Z that
10

We do not allow to subvert p in the context of this paper but in real life systems also this part of the
setup should be scrutinized. This is arguable easier since usually p is trapdoor free.
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generates the SRS (showing knowledge of τ makes sense only for an efficient adversary) and into
an unbounded distinguisher A. We let Z communicate with A with a message st.
Definition 4 (Subversion Zero-Knowledge (sub-ZK)). An argument Ψ for R is subversion
zero-knowledge if for all PPT subverters Z, there exists a PPT extractor EZ , such that for all
(unbounded) A, |ε0 − ε1 | is negligible in λ, where


(srs, {ρi }i , st) ← Z(1λ ), τ ← EZ (viewZ ) :
εb := Pr
.
VerifySRS(srs, {ρi }i ) = 1 ∧ AOb (srs,τ,·) (st) = 1
Ob is a proof oracle that takes as input (srs, τ, (φ, w)) and only proceeds if (φ, w) ∈ R. If b = 0, Ob
returns an honest proof Prove(srs, φ, w) and when b = 1, it returns a simulated proof Sim(srs, τ, φ).
Bellare et al. [BFS16] showed that it is possible to achieve soundness and subversion zeroknowledge at the same time, but also that subversion soundness is incompatible with (even
non-subversion) zero-knowledge. Updatable knowledge soundness from [GKM+ 18] can be seen
as a relaxation of subversion soundness to overcome the impossibility result.
We generalize the notion of update knowledge soundness to multiple phases. SRS is initially
empty (or can be thought to be set to a default value srsd ). In each phase ϕ, the adversary has to
fix a part of the SRS, denoted by srsϕ , in such a way building the final srs. The adversary can ask
honest updates for his own proposal of srs∗ϕ , however, it has to pass the verification VerifySRS.
The adversary can query honest updates using update through a special oracle Osrs , described
in Fig. 2. Eventually, adversary can propose some srs∗ϕ with update proofs Q∗ to be finalized
through finalize. The oracle does it if Q∗ contains at least one honest update proof obtained
from the oracle for the current phase. If that is the case, then srsϕ cannot be changed anymore
and the phase ϕ + 1 starts. Once the whole SRS has been fixed, A outputs a statements φ and
a proof π. The adversary wins if (srs, φ, π) passes verification, but there is no PPT extractor EA
that could extract a witness even when given the view of A.
Definition 5 (Update Knowledge Soundness). An argument Ψ for R is update knowledgeA
λ
sound if for all PPT adversaries A, there exists a PPT extractor EA such that Pr[GameA,E
uks (1 ) =
1] is negligible in λ, where Gameuks is defined as:


(φ, π) ← AOsrs (·) (1λ ); get (srs, ϕ) from Osrs ; w ← EA (viewA );
λ
A
GameA,E
(1
)
:=
,
uks
return Verify(srs, φ, π) = 1 ∧ (φ, w) 6∈ R ∧ ϕ > ϕmax
where SRS update oracle Osrs , constructing srs depending on interaction with A, is described in
Fig. 2.
If ϕmax = 1, we obtain the standard notion of update knowledge soundness. In the rest of
the paper, we only consider the case where ϕmax = 2. In particular, in the first phase we will
generate a universal SRS srsu = srs1 that is independent of the relation and in the second phase
we generate a specialized SRS srss = srs2 that depends on the concrete relation. We leave it as an
open question whether ceremony protocols with ϕmax > 2 can provide any additional benefits.
It is important to explain the role of the default SRS in the definition. Our definition allows A to
start its chain of SRS updates from any SRS, not just from the default one; the only condition
that is necessary is the presence of a single honest update in the chain. The default srs srsd is only
used as a reference, for honest users. This has positive real-world consequences: since the chain
is not required to be connected to any “starting point”, clients only need to verify the suffix of
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Osrs (intent, srs∗ , Q∗ ) // Initially Q1 = · · · = Qϕmax = ∅; ϕ = 1
if ϕ > ϕmax : return ⊥; // SRS already finalized for all phases
srsnew ← (srs1 , . . . , srsϕ−1 , srs∗ϕ , . . . , srs∗ϕmax );
if VerifySRS(srsnew , Q∗ ) = 0 : return ⊥; // Invalid SRS
if intent = update :
(srs0 , ρ0 ) ← Update(ϕ, srsnew , Q∗ ); Qϕ ← Qϕ ∪ {ρ0 };
return (srs0 , ρ0 );
if intent = finalize ∧ Qϕ ∩ Q∗ 6= ∅ :
Assign srsϕ ← srs∗ϕ ; ϕ ← ϕ + 1;

Fig. 2. SRS update oracle Osrs given to the adversary in Definition 5. update returns A an
honest update for ϕ, and finalize finalizes the current phase. Current phase ϕ and current SRS
srs (created in finalize and stored up to ϕ) are shared with the KS challenger. {Qϕi }i is a local
set of proofs for honest updates, one for each phase.
Q∗ , if they are confident it contains an honest update. In particular, clients that contribute to
the SRS update can start from the corresponding proof of update.
Finally, we again note that when using the random oracle model in a sub-protocol (which we
do), we assume that all of the above algorithms in our security model have access to RO.

4

Proofs of Update Knowledge

One of the primary ingredients in the setup ceremony is a proof of update knowledge whose
purpose is to ensure that adversary knows which values they used for updating the SRS. In this
section, we discuss the proof of knowledge given by Bowe et al [BGM17]. Bowe et al. only proved
this proof of knowledge secure under the presence of an adversary that can make random oracle
queries. This definition is not sufficient to guarantee security, because the adversary might be
able to manipulate other users proofs or update elements in order to cheat.
We therefore define a significantly stronger property that suffices for proving security of our
update ceremony.
4.1

White-box Simulation-Extractaction with Oracles

In this section, we provide definitions for the central ingredient of the ceremony protocol — the
update proof of knowledge that ensures validity of each sequential SRS update. The proof of
knowledge (PoK) protocol does not rely on reference string but employs a random oracle as a
setup. Hence we will extend the standard NIZK definitions with ROt (·), defined in Fig. 1.
Because of how this NIZK proof of knowledge is used in our bigger ceremony protocol, we require
it to satisfy a stronger security property than knowledge soundness or even simulation extraction.
Instead of the standard white-box simulation-extractability (SE), we need a property that allows
to compose the prove system more freely with other protocols while still allowing the adversary
to extract. This is somewhat similar to idea of universal composability (UC), however, contrary
to the basic UC, our extractor is still white-box. Another way would be to use an augmented
UC model which allows white-box assumptions (see [KKK21]). In this work we follow the more
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minimal and commonly used game-based approach. We model influence of other protocols by
considering a polynomial oracle Opoly in the SE game of the update PoK.
The adversary can query the oracle Opoly on Laurent polynomials fi (Z1 , . . . , Zn ) and it will output
Gfi (z1 ,...,zn ) for z1 , . . . , zn pre-sampled from a uniform distribution, and unknown to A. We use
Laurent polynomials since SRS elements the access to which the oracle models may have negative
trapdoor powers.11 With this in mind, by deg(f ) we will denote the maximum absolute degree of
its monomials, where by absolute degree
of thePmonomial we mean the sum of all its degrees
taken
P
Q
as absolute values. Formally, deg( i Ziai ) := i |ai |, and deg(f (Z1 , . . . , Zn )) = deg( i fi Mi ) :=
max{deg(Mi )}, where Mi are monomials of f . For example, deg(x2 αδ −2 + y) = 5. This notion
is used to limit the degree of input to Opoly — we denote the corresponding degree d(λ) (or d,
interchangeably).
This empowered adversary still should not be able to output a proof of knowledge unless it knows
a witness. Note that Opoly is independent from the random oracle ROt and cannot provide the
adversary any information about the random oracle’s responses. In general, Opoly adds strictly
more power to A. The intention of introducing Opoly is, partially, to account for the SRS of the
Groth’s SNARK later on.
In addition, our ceremony protocol for Groth’s SNARK requires NIZK to be straight-line simulation extractable. This means that knowledge soundness holds even when the adversary sees
simulated proofs and extraction works without rewinding the adversary. It is important that
the extractor’s running time does not blow up if the adversary generates many different update
proofs.
Below, we define such a NIZK in the random oracle model.

Ose (φ)

G1
Opoly
(f (Z1 , . . . , Zd(λ) ))

G2
Opoly
(g(Z1 , . . . , Zd(λ) ))

// Initially Q = ∅
π ← SimRO1 (·) (φ)
Q ← Q ∪ {(φ, π)}
return π

if deg(f ) > d(λ)
return ⊥
else return Gf (z1 ,...,zd (λ))

if deg(g) > d(λ)
return ⊥
else return H g(z1 ,...,zd (λ))

Fig. 3. Simulation-extraction oracle and two d−Poly oracles — for G1 and G2 . All used in
GamesSE .

Let L be a language and R the corresponding relation. The argument Ψ for R in the random
oracle model consists of the following PPT algorithms: the parameter generator Pgen, the prover
ProveRO(·) , the verifier VerifyRO(·) , and the simulator SimRO1 (·) . We make an assumption that all
algorithms get p ← Pgen(1λ ) as an input without explicitly writing it.
We assume that an argument Ψ in the random oracle model satisfies the following definitions.
Definition 6. An argument Ψ for R is perfectly complete in the random oracle model, if for
any adversary A,
h
i
Pr (φ, w) ← ARO(·) , π ← ProveRO(·) (φ, w) : (φ, w) ∈ R ∧ VerifyRO(·) (φ, π) 6= 1 = 0.
11

See the description of Groth16 SRS, which has 1/δ in some SRS elements.
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Definition 7. An argument Ψ for R is straight-line simulation extractable in the (RO, d−Poly)λ
model, if for all PPT A, there exists a PPT extractor EA such that P r[GameA
sSE (1 ) = 1] =
A
λ
negl(λ), where GamesSE (1 ) =


Q ← ∅; z1 , . . . , zd(λ) ← Zp ;

RO(·)



G2
G1
Verify
(φ, π) = 1∧ 
,Opoly
 (φ, π) ← AOse ,RO,Opoly
(1λ ); : (φ, w) ∈
6 R ∧ (φ, π) 6∈ Q
w ← EA (viewA );

G1
G2
The oracles Ose , Opoly
, Opoly
are defined on Fig. 3.

Roughly speaking, the adversary wins if it can output a verifying statement and proof for which
it does not know a witness, such that this proof has not been obtained from a simulation oracle.
There are also up to d(λ) random variables chosen at the start such that the adversary can query
an oracle for arbitrary polynomial evaluations with maximum degree d(λ) of these values in the
group. With respect to the relation of this definition to more standard one we note two things.
First, our definition is white-box (since EA requires viewA ), and strong (in the sense that proofs
are not randomizable). Second, our notion implies strong-SE in the presence of RO, which is
the special case of GamesSE with Opoly removed, and thus is very close to the standard non-RO
strong-SE variant.
Definition 8. An argument Ψ for R is perfectly zero-knowledge
in the random
oracle model if


for all PPT adversaries A, ε0 = ε1 , where εb := Pr AOb (·),RO(·) (1λ ) = 1 . Ob is a proof oracle
that takes as an input (φ, w) and only proceeds if (φ, w) ∈ R. If b = 0, Ob returns an honest
proof ProveRO(·) (φ, w) and when b = 1, it returns a simulated proof SimRO1 (·) (φ).
Note that Sim is allowed to access RO in a transparent way, having access to the RO trapdoors,
during simulation.
4.2

On the Security of BGM Update Proofs

We now prove that the proof system of [BGM17] satisfies this stronger property.
Bowe et al. [BGM17] proved that the proof system is secure under a Knowledge-of-Exponent
assumption. Their analysis does not capture the possibility that an attacker might use additional
knowledge obtained from the ceremony to attack the update proof. Our analysis is more thorough
and assumes this additional knowledge. This means that we cannot use a simple Knowledge-ofExponent assumption. Instead we rely on the algebraic group model; the AGM is to date the
most secure model in which Groth16 has provable security and thus we do not see this as being
a theoretical drawback. The proof of knowledge is for the discrete logarithm relation
Rdl = {(φ = (m, Gy1 , H y2 ), w) | y1 = y2 = w},
where m is an auxiliary input that was used in the original [BGM17] proof of knowledge. The
auxiliary input is redundant as we will see, but we still model it to have consistency with the
original protocol.
The protocol is given formally in Fig. 4. First the prover queries the random oracle on the instance
φ. The oracle returns a fresh random group element H r . The prover returns π = H rw . The verifier
checks that the instance is well-formed (y1 = y2 ), and then checks that ê(π, H) = ê(RO(φ), H y2 )
which ensures knowledge of y2 . Intuition for the last equation is that RO(φ) acts as a fresh
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random challenge for φ and the only way to compute π = RO(φ)y2 and H y2 is by knowing y2 .
The fact that in Rdl every φ with y1 = y2 belongs to Ldl (the exponent w always exists) justifies
that we will call the correspondent equation “well-formedness check”; subsequently, we will refer
to the other check as “the main verification equation”.
RO(·)

Provedl

(φ, w)

Gr ← RO(φ);
return Grw ;

RO(·)

Verifydl

(φ = (·, Gy1 , H y2 ), π)

Gr ← RO(φ);
Verify that
ê(Gy1 , H) = (G, H y2 ) ∧
ê(π, H) = ê(Gr , H y2 );

RO (·)

Simdl 1

(φ = (·, Gy1 , H y2 ))

Assert ê(Gy1 , H) = (G, H y2 );
rφ ← RO1 (φ);
return π ← (Gy1 )rφ ;

Fig. 4. A discrete logarithm proof of knowledge Πdl where ROt (·) denotes a random oracle.

Here we have moderately simplified the description from [BGM17] in the following ways:
– We allow the message m to be unconstrained. Thus if one were to hash the public protocol
view, as current implementations do, our security proof demonstrates that this approach is
valid. However, we can also allow m to be anything, including the empty string.
– The original protocol has the proof element in G2 . We switched it to G1 to have shorter
proofs.
– Our protocol includes the pairing based equality check for y in Gy and H y in the verifier
rather than relying on this being externally done in the ceremony protocol. The value Gy
is needed by the simulator, and by doing the check within Πdl the protocol is sound and
zero-knowledge independently of its context.
We are now ready to prove the following theorem:
RO(·)

RO(·)

RO (·)

Theorem 2. The argument Πdl = (Provedl , Verifydl , Simdl 1 ) is (i) complete, (ii) perfect
zero-knowledge in the random oracle model, and (iii) straight-line SE in the (RO,d−Poly)-model
against algebraic adversaries under the (1, 0)-dlog assumption in G1 .
Proof. (i) Completeness: Holds straightforwardly.
(ii) Zero-Knowledge: It is easy to see that Πdl is perfect zero-knowledge with respect to Sim
in Fig. 4. When the simulator gets an input φ = (m, Gw , H w ) (note that φ ∈ L by definition,
so the exponent w is equal in Gw and H w ), it queries r for Gr = RO(φ) using RO1 , and returns
Gwr . No adversary can distinguish between honest and simulated proofs since they are equal.
(iii) Strong Simulation Extractability: Let A be an algebraic adversary playing GamesSE ,
and let us denote ~z = (z1 , . . . , zd(λ) ). As A is algebraic, at the end of GamesSE it returns a
0
statement and a proof (φ, π) such that φ = (m, Gy , H y ) for some unknown variables y, y 0 , and
π ∈ G1 . The fact that y 0 = y immediately follows from the instance well-formedness pairing
equation in Verify, and implies φ ∈ L (although does not affect the proof in any other way). For
the elements H y and π, A returns their representations (ρ, b1 , . . . , bq2 ) and (α, a1 , . . . , aq1 , k1 , . . .
kq3 , p1 , . . . pq4 ) that satisfy, correspondingly,
H y = H ρ+b1 g1 (~z)+···+bq2 gq2 (~z)

(1)
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and
π = Gα+a1 f1 (~z)+···+aq1 fq1 (~z) ·

q3
Y
j=1

k

Kj j ·

q4
Y

p

Pj j

(2)

j=1

In the former, ρ stands for the power of H, and bi are linear coefficients of the polynomial
G2
evaluations returned by Opoly
. Similarly, for π, the representation is split into powers of the
G1
generator G, and coefficients of Opoly
, but it also accounts for the answers to hash queries Kj , 1 ≤
j ≤ q3 , and for the proof elements Pj , 1 ≤ j ≤ q4 , returned by the simulation oracle.
Let S ⊂ [1, . . . , q3 ], replacing [1, . . . , q4 ], be a set of indices denoting queries made by the simulator
to the random oracle; |S| = q4 , and we know q3 ≥ q4 since every simulation query produces one
∗
RO query. Also in the following, we let r∗ and rj be such that RO(φ) = Gr and RO(φj ) = Grj
for 1 ≤ j ≤ q3 . RO responses {Grj } , corresponding to the second set of elements {rj }, exist
in viewA (in the list of queries and responses to RO), since these values were generated by RO
∗
during the game. On the other hand, Gr may not exist in viewA , but then the probability that
∗
π verifies is negligible, as fresh Gr will be generated during the verification. Therefore, since we
assume that A wins GamesSE , r∗ ∈ {rj }j∈[1,q3 ]\S . S is excluded from the set of indices, since A
also must not query Sim on φ.
k

Thus, Kj j in the previously mentioned linear representations is just Grj kj . In order to give
algebraic representation of the simulated proofs Pj we must consider algebraic representations of
inputs to Sim first. Because the simulated proof is constructed as (Gy1 )r where Gy1 is an input
provided by A, Gy1 is the only input element that must be viewed algebraically. Notice that since
we have a ê(Gy1 , H) = ê(G, H y2 ) check in the simulator too, the algebraic representation of y1
must be consistent with the one of y2 , i.e. whatever A uses to construct Gy1 it must also have
in G2 to construct H y2 . In particular, this means that A cannot include (previous) direct RO
responses and (previous) Sim responses into Gy1 , since these both contain ri Pwhich A does not
q1
have in G2 . Therefore, Pj = Grj yj is algebraically represented as Pj = Grj (ρ̂j + i=1 âj,i fi (~z)) . Note
G1
that if A has not yet performed all the q1 queries to Opoly
, then we can assume that âj,i = 0 for
the subsequent queries. Finally, it is important to emphasize that fi (~z) do not have any further
algebraic decomposition: A specifies these polynomials to Opoly in terms of fi,j ∈ Zp , so these
elements are just assumed to be standard public variables in our reasoning.
Because of the verification equation we have RO(φ)y = π. We thus have the two equations
describing
values Gy and π, corresponding to Equations 1 and 2, in the exponent form:
Pqchallenge
2
y = ρ + i=1 bi gi (~z) and
yr∗ = α +

q1
X
j=1

aj fj (~z) +

q3
X
j=1

kj rj +

X
j∈S

pj rj (ρ̂j +

q1
X

âj,i fi (~z))

i=1

where in the second we used algebraic representations of Kj and Pj .
Let EA be the SE extractor with the following logic. First it obtains the set S of (indices of)
simulated queries; this can be deduced from the interaction pattern with the oracles, which is a
part of viewA . Then, in the adversarial view viewA find such an RO query index j ∈ [1, q3 ] \ S
that RO input is equal to φ; if successful, return kj , and otherwise fail, returning 0. The intuition
behind the extractor is the following. Since honest proofs are RO(φ)w for direct RO queries A
makes, we expect kj to be the witness. If j ∈ S, A re-used the simulation query and does not
∗
win.12 When Gr 6= Grj (which implies r∗ 6= rj ) for all j ∈ [1, q3 ] \ S, A did not query RO, and
thus cannot win except with negligible probability.
12

We exclude RO collision as they only happen with negligible probability.
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We emphasize two limitations that any EA has, which shape the algorithm that we have just
presented. First, the extractor does not have access to exponent values ri themselves, since they
are embedded inside RO, but EA only sees interaction with the oracle via viewA ; therefore, it
works only with Gri and S. Second, EA cannot compute exponent y right away merely from the
algebraic representation of H y passed as a part of φ. Even though the coefficients (ρ, b1 , . . . , bq2 )
G1
are available to EA in the SE game, it does not have access to the trapdoor ~z of Opoly
, which is
intended to model the external honest SRS setup procedure.
To prove that EA is a valid SE extractor for A, we shall describe the behaviour of an adversary
C that succeeds against the discrete logarithm assumption whenever EA fails to return a valid
witness for A. Thus if A has non-negligible advantage in the SE game with respect to EA , then
C also succeeds with non-negligible probability. As usual, C will simulate the SE game to A, and
it will succeed when A succeeds in the simulated game.
The adversary C takes as input a challenge C and aims to return c such that C = Gc . To begin
it samples (z1 , . . . , zd ) ←$ Zp and then runs A on input bp. C simulates the oracles for A in the
following way:
G
~ C returns Gf (z1 ,...,zd ) ; on G = G2 and g(Z)
~ it
– When A queries Opoly
with G = G1 on f (Z),
returns H g(z1 ,...,zd ) .

– When A queries RO on φj then C checks whether (φj , Gctj +sj , (tj , sj )) ∈ QRO and if yes
returns Gctj +sj .
Otherwise C samples tj , sj ←$ Zp , adds (φj , Gctj +sj , (tj , sj )) to QRO and returns Gctj +sj , thus
embedding the challenge into the response.
– When A queries simulation oracle Ose on φj = (mj , Gyj , H yj P
) then its algebraic extractor
q1
outputs representations (ρ̂j , âj,1 , . . . , âj,q1 ) such that yj = ρ̂j + i=1
âj,i fi (~z) for fi (Z) being
G1
ith query to Opoly (the representation is, as previously for y, due to the well-formedness
Pq1
ρ̂ +
â

f (~
z)

i=1 j,i i
verification equation). In this case C obtains Kj = RO(φj ) and returns Kj j
(notice that C, unlike EA , knows ~z but not ctj + sj , thus the simulation strategy is different
from Sim).

When,
A returns (φ = (·, ·, H y ), π), C obtains (ρ, {aj }, {bj }, {kj }, {pj }) such that y =
Pqfinally,
2
(ρ + j=1 bj gj (~z)) and
y(ct∗ + s∗ ) = α +

q1
X

aj fj (~z) +

j=1

q3
X

kj (ctj + sj ) +

j=1

X

pj (ctj + sj )(ρ̂j +

q1
X

âj,i fi (~z)).

i=1

j∈S

This is the same representation as EA obtains, with the previous randomness now depending on
∗
the challenge c. Additionally we assume that Gr = RO(φ) is of form r∗ = ct∗ + s∗ and that it is
determined by the j ∗ th RO query of A (thus t∗ and s∗ are, too). This is, again, because A cannot
succeed without querying φ to RO during the game. Substituting y from the first equation into
the second equation gives us a polynomial equation in c which it is possible to solve. Note that
c enters the last equation in three different places. Now C sets

ξ = (ρ +

q2
X
j=1

bj gj (~z))t∗ −

q3
X
j=1

kj tj −

X
j∈S

pj tj (ρ̂j +

q1
X
i=1


âj,i fi (~z))
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and returns

c = ξ −1 α +

q1
X

aj fj (~z) +

j=1

q3
X

kj sj +

j=1

X
j∈S

pj sj (ρ̂j +

q1
X

âj,i fi (~z)) − s∗ (ρ +

i=1

q2
X


bj gj (~z)) .

j=1

Observe that C succeeds (returns c) whenever ξ −1 exists i.e. whenever ξ 6= 0. Recall that since A
succeeds, t∗ 6= tj for any j ∈ S. Consider the coefficients of ξ that include t∗ in the monomials:


q2
X
ξ = t∗ (ρ +
bj gj (~z)) − kj ∗ + . . .
j=1

If ξ = 0 then this expression is equal to zero with overwhelming probability bounded below by
1 − p1 by the Schwartz-Zippel Lemma. This is because the adversary learns no information about
the secret values, including tj , due to the presence of the sj randomizers, thus ξ must be zero
as a polynomial in all tj , and in particular in tj ∗ = t∗ . AndPfor a zero polynomial, for all its
q2
monomial the related coefficients are zero. However, if (ρ + j=1
bj gj (~z)) − kj ∗ = 0, then EA
succeeds (since then kj ∗ = y), which we assumed to be false. Therefore, ξ 6= 0 and C succeeds.
Finally observe that if r∗ is not determined
by any adversarial query (A passing φ that was
Pq2
not sent to RO before), then (ρ + j=1
bj gj (~z)) = 0 except with negligible probability by the
same Schwartz-Zippel argument since A does not see RO exponents. Therefore y = 0 is the only
possible valid witness, so EA succeeds.
t
u

5

Groth16 is Ceremonial

We show that Groth16 is ceremonial for a setup ceremony similar to the one proposed in [BGM17].
In this section, we start by giving an intuitive overview of the [BGM17] ceremony protocol. After
that, we recall the Groth16 argument and carefully model the ceremony protocol in our security
framework.
5.1

Ceremony Overview

We briefly remind the main idea of the [BGM17] ceremony protocol.
2

n

– The SRS contains elements of the form e.g. (A1 , . . . , An , T ) = (Gx , Gx , . . . , Gx , Gδh(x) )
where t(X) is a public polynomial known to all parties, and x and δ are secret trapdoors.13
– Parties initialize the SRS to (A1 , . . . , An , T ) = (G, . . . , G, G).
– In the first phase any party can update (A1 , . . . , An ) by picking a random x0 ∈ Zp and
0
(x0 )n
computing (Ax1 , . . . , An ). They must provide a proof of knowledge of x0 .
– The value T is publicly updated to Gt(x) given A1 , . . . , An .
– In the second phase any party can update T by picking a random δ 0 ∈ Zp and computing
0
T1δ . They must provide a proof of knowledge of δ 0 .
In order to prove knowledge of x0 they assume access to a random oracle RO : {0, 1}∗ → G2 and
proceed as follows:
13

The polynomial t(X) is introduced only in the scope of this example, and is not related to QAP.
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– The prover computes R ← RO(TΠ kGx ) as a challenge where TΠ is the public transcript of
the protocol.
– Then prover outputs π ← Rx as a proof which can be verified by recomputing R and checking
that ê(G, π) = ê(Gx , R). The original protocol is knowledge sound under (a variation of) the
knowledge of exponent assumption, which states that if given a challenge R, the adversary
outputs Gx , Rx , then the adversary knows x.
Our protocol differs from the [BGM17] in a few aspects related to both performance and security.
Additionally to the RO switch to G1 and optionality of including TΠ in evaluation of RO, which
we described in Section 4, we remove the update with the random beacon in the end of each
phase. That means that SRS can be slightly biased, but we prove that it is not sufficient to
break the argument’s security. We consider this to be the biggest contribution of this work since
obtaining random beacons is a significant challenge both in theory and practice. Our approach
completely side-steps this issue by directly proving the protocol without relying on the random
beacon model.
5.2

Formal Description

We present the version of Groth’s SNARK [Gro16] from [BGM17] and adjust the ceremony
protocol to our security framework by defining Update and VerifySRS algorithms which follow
the intuition of the previous section.
Firstly, let us recall the language of Groth’s SNARK. A Quadratic Arithmetic Program (QAP)
is described by a tuple

QAP = Zp , {ui (X), vi (X), wi (X)}m
i=0 , t(X)
where ui (X), vi (X), wi (X) are degree n − 1 polynomials over Zp , and t(X) is a degree n polynomial over Zp . Let the coefficients of the polynomials be respectively uij , vij , wij , and tj . We
can define the following relation for each QAP,


0 φ = (a0 = 1, a1 , . . . , a` ) ∈ Z1+`


p ,




w = (a`+1 , . . . , am ) ∈ Zm−`
,
p
.
RQAP = (φ, w)
∃h(X)
≤ n − 2 such
that




Pm ∈ Zp [X] ofPdegree
P


m
m
( i=0 ai ui (X)) ( i=0 ai vi (X)) = i=0 ai wi (X) + h(X)t(X)
In particular, the satisfiability of any arithmetic circuit, with a mixture of public and private
inputs, can be encoded as a QAP relation (see [GGPR13] for details).
Groth [Gro16] proposed an efficient SNARK for the QAP relation, which is now widely used in
practice. Bowe et al. [BGM17] modified original argument’s SRS to make it consistent with their
distributed SRS generation protocol. The full description of the latter argument is in Fig. 5. For
the intuition of the construction, we refer the reader to the original paper by Groth.
We adjust the SRS in Fig. 5 to our model of NIZK with a ceremony protocol: the default SRS,
update algorithm, and a SRS specialization algorithm are described in Fig. 6. We obtain the
default SRS from the trapdoor τ = (1, 1, 1, 1). The algorithm Update samples new trapdoors
and includes them to the previous SRS by exponentiation as was described in Section 5.1. For
example, to update Gι , where ι is some trapdoor, the updater will sample ι0 and computes
0
(Gι )ι . Depending on the phase number ϕ ∈ {1, 2}, the algorithm will either update srsu or
srss . However, when updating srsu , we also derive a consistent srss using the Specialize algorithm
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Setup(RQAP ): Sample τ = (α, β, δ, x) ←$ (Z∗p )4 and return (srs = (srsu , srss ), τ ) s.t.


i
i
i
i
i
αxi
srsu ← {Gx , H x }2n−2
, Gβx , H αx , H βx }n−1
,
i=0 , {G
i=0

srss ←

Gδ , H δ , {G

βui (x)+αvi (x)+wi (x)
δ

}m
i=`+1 , {G

xi t(x)
δ


n−2
}i=0
.

A
B
C
Prove(RQAP , srs, {ai }m
i=0 ): Sample r, s ←$ Zp and return π = (G , H , G ), where

A=α+
Pm

C=

Pm

i=0

i=`+1

ai ui (x) + rδ,

B=β+

Pm

ai (βui (x)+αvi (x)+wi (x))+h(x)t(x)
δ

i=0

ai vi (x) + sδ,

+ As + Br − rsδ.

Verify(RQAP , srs, {ai }`i=1 , π): Parse π as (GA , H B , GC ) and verify that
ê(GA , H B ) = ê(Gα , H β ) · ê(

`
Y

Gai (βui (x)+αvi (x)+wi (x)) , H) · ê(GC , H δ ).

i=0

Sim(RQAP , srs, τ, {ai }`i=1 ): Return (GA , H B , GC ), where
A, B ←$ Zp , C =

AB−αβ−

P`

i=0



ai (βui (x)+αvi (x)+wi (x))
δ

Fig. 5. Groth’s zk-SNARK description.

which essentially computes srss with δ = 1. This fixes a sequential phase update scenario, since
updating srsu after srss overwrites the latter.
Each update is additionally accompanied with an update proof ρ, which allows us to verify update
0
0
0
correctness. For each trapdoor update ι0 , ρ contains Gιι (the element of the new SRS), Gι , H ι ,
0
ι
and a NIZK proof of knowledge πι0 for ι . Since G is part of the previous update proof, we can
0
0
0
use pairings to assert well-formedness of Gιι , Gι , and H ι . The first element of the update proof
duplicates the element of the new SRS, but since we do not store every updated SRS but only
update proofs, we must keep these elements.
Finally, we have a SRS verification algorithm VerifySRS in Fig. 7, that takes as an input srs and
a set of update proofs Q, and then (i) uses pairing-equations to verify that srs is well-formed
respect to some trapdoors, (ii) checks that each update proof ρ ∈ Q contains a valid NIZK
proof of discrete logarithm, and (iii) uses pairing-equations to verify that update proofs in Q are
consistent with srs.

6

Security

We prove the security of Groth’s SNARK from Section 5 in our NIZK with a ceremony framework
of Section 3.
Theorem 3 (Completeness). Groth’s SNARK has perfect completeness, i.e., it has update
completeness and prover completeness.
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Default SRS: Run Setup in Fig. 5 with τ = (1, 1, 1, 1) to obtain srsd .
Update(RQAP , ϕ ∈ {1, 2}, (srs = (srsu , srss ), Q)):
If ϕ = 1:

n−1
1. Parse srsu = {Gx:i , Hx:i }2n−2
i=0 , {Gαx:i , Gβx:i , Hαx:i , Hβx:i }i=0 ;
0
0
0
∗
2. Sample α , β , x ←$ Zp ;
0
0
RO(·)
3. For ι ∈ {α, β, x}: πι0 ← Provedl (Gι , H ι , ι0 );
0
0
0
α
α
4. ρα0 ← (Gα
αx:0 , G , H , πα0 );
β0
β0
β0
5. ρβ 0 ← (Gβx:0 , G , H , πβ 0 );
0

0

0

6. ρx0 ← (Gxx:1 , Gx , H x , πx0 );
7. ρ ← (ρα0 , ρβ 0 , ρx0 );
(x0 )i

(x0 )i

α0 (x0 )i

8. srs0u ← {Gx:i , Hx:i }2n−2
i=0 , {Gαx:i


β(x0 )i
α(x0 )i
β(x0 )i n−1
, Gβx:i , Hαx:i , Hβx:i }i=0
;

9. srs0s ← Specialize(QAP, srs0u );
10. return ((srs0u , srs0s ), ρ);
If ϕ = 2:

n−2
1. Parse srss ← Gδ , Hδ , {Gsum:i }m
i=`+1 , {Gt(x):i }i=0 ;
2. Sample δ 0 ←$ Z∗p ;
0
0
RO(·)
3. πδ0 ← Provedl (Gδ , H δ , δ 0 );
0
0
0
4. ρ ← (Gδδ , Gδ , H δ , πδ0 );

0

0

1/δ 0

1/δ 0

n−2
5. srs0s ← Gδδ , Hδδ , {Gsum:i }m
i=`+1 , {Gt(x):i }i=0 ;

6. return ((srsu , srs0s ), ρ);
Specialize(RQAP , srsu ):
// Computes srss with δ = 1

n−1
1. Parse srsu = {Gx:i , Hx:i }2n−2
i=0 , {Gαx:i , Gβx:i , Hαx:i , Hβx:i }i=0 ;


Q
Qn
uij
vij
wij m
tj
n−2
2. srss ← G, H, { n−1
;
j=0 Gβx:j · Gαx:j · Gx:j }i=`+1 , { j=0 Gx:(i+j) }i=0
3. return srss ;

Fig. 6. Default SRS and update algorithm for Groth’s SNARK
Proof. Let us first make a general observation that if some bitstring s = (srs, {ρi }i ) satisfies
VerifySRS(s) = 1, then there exists a unique α, β, x, δ ∈ Z∗p that define a well-formed srs.
See Lemma 7, Appendix A.
Update completeness: Let A be an adversary that outputs s = (ϕ, srs, {ρi }i ) such that
VerifySRS(s) = 1. By the observation above, there exists some α, β, x, δ ∈ Z∗p that map to a
well-formed srs. It is easy to observe that by construction Update(QAP, ϕ, (srs, {ρi }i )) picks a
new α0 , β 0 , x0 ∈ Z∗p (or δ 0 if ϕ = 2) and rerandomizes srs such that the new srs0 has a trapdoor
αα0 , ββ 0 , xx0 ∈ Z∗p (or δδ 0 ∈ Z∗p ). Since the srs0 is still well-formed and ρ is computed independently, VerifySRS(srs0 , {ρi }i ∪ {ρ0 }) = 1. See details in Lemma 8, Appendix A.
Prover completeness: Suppose that A output (srs, {ρi }i , φ, w) such that (φ, w) ∈ RQAP , and
VerifySRS(srs, {ρi }i ) = 1. It follows that srs is a well-formed SRS for Groth’s SNARK. From here,
the prover completeness follows from the completeness proof in [Gro16].
t
u
Subversion zero-knowledge of Groth’s SNARK was independently proven in [ABLZ17] and [Fuc18]
under slightly different knowledge assumptions. The main idea is that VerifySRS checks that srs
from A is well-formed, and then one can use a knowledge assumption to recover the trapdoor from
A. If the trapdoor extraction is successful, it can be used to simulate proofs similarly to [Gro16].
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VerifySRSRO(·) (QAP, srs, Q):
u
s
1. Parse srs = (srsu , srss ) and Q = (Qu , Qs ) = {ρu,i }ki=1
∪ {ρs,i }ki=1
;
2n−2
n−1
2. Parse srsu = {Gx:i , Hx:i }i=0 , {Gαx:i , Gβx:i , Hαx:i , Hβx:i }i=0 and assert that elements
belong to correct groups;
3. For i = 1, . . . , ku :
(i)
(i)
(i)
(a) Parse ρu,i = (ρα0 , ρβ 0 , ρx0 );
(b) For ι ∈ {α, β, x}:
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
i. Parse ρι0 = (Gι , Gι0 , Hι0 , πι0 );
RO(·)
(i)
(i)
(i)
ii. Assert Verifydl (Gι0 , Hι0 , πι0 ) = 1;
(i)
(i−1)
(i)
iii. If i 6= 1: Assert ê(Gι , H) = ê(Gι
, Hι0 );
(ku )
(ku )
(k )
4. Assert Gx:1 = Gx 6= 1; Gαx:0 = Gα 6= 1; Gβx:0 = Gβ u 6= 1;
5. For i = 1, . . . , 2n − 2: Assert ê(Gx:i , H) = ê(G, Hx:i ) and ê(Gx:i , H) = ê(Gx:(i−1) , Hx:1 );
6. For i = 0, . . . , n − 1 and ι ∈ {α, β}: Assert ê(Gιx:i , H) = ê(G, Hιx:i ) and ê(Gιx:i , H) =
ê(Gx:i , Hιx:0 );

n−2
7. Parse srss ← Gδ , Hδ , {Gsum:i }m
and assert that elements belong to
i=`+1 , {Gt(x):i }i=0 ,
correct groups;
8. For i = 1, . . . , ks :
(i)
(i)
(i)
(a) Parse ρs,i = (Gδ , Gδ0 , Hδ0 , πδ0 );
RO(·)
(i)
(i)
(b) Assert Verifydl (Gδ0 , Hδ0 , πδ0 ) = 1;
(i)
(i−1)
(i)
(c) if i 6= 1 assert ê(Gδ , H) = ê(Gδ
, Hδ0 );
(ks )
9. Assert ê(Gδ , H) = ê(G, Hδ ) and Gδ = Gδ 6= 1;
Q
uij
vij
wij
10. For i = ` + 1, . . . , m: Assert ê(Gsum:i , Hδ ) = ê( n−1
j=0 Gβx:j · Gαx:j · Gx:j , H);
Q
tj
11. For i = 0, . . . , n − 2: Assert ê(Gt(x):i , Hδ ) = ê(Gt(x) , Hx:i ), where Gt(x) = n
j=0 Gx:j ;

Fig. 7. SRS verification algorithm for Groth’s SNARK

Our approach only differs in that we recover the trapdoors from Rdl proofs of knowledge. We
refer the reader to [ABLZ17, Fuc18] for details of the proof.
Theorem 4 (sub-ZK). If Πdl is a non-interactive proof of knowledge, then Groth’s SNARK is
subversion zero-knowledge.

6.1

Update Knowledge Soundness

The main result of this section is the following update knowledge-soundness theorem.
Theorem 5. Let us assume the (2n − 1, 2n − 2)-edlog assumption holds. Then Groth’s SNARK
has update knowledge soundness with respect to all PPT algebraic adversaries in the random
oracle model.
Proof. Let A be an algebraic adversary against update knowledge soundness. We denote the
original update knowledge soundness game Gameuks by Game0 . Given A, we construct an explicit
white-box extractor EA and prove that it succeeds with an overwhelming probability. The main
0
theorem statement is thus AdvGame
A,EA (λ) = negl(λ).
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EA (viewA )
agm
1 ,m
1. Extract the set of algebraic coefficients Tπ ← EA
(viewA ) and obtain {Ci:x:j }m
i,j=(1,l+1) from
it, corresponding to the monomials {(βui (x) + αvi (x) + wi (x))/δ} in the second phase, where
m1 is the number of update queries made in the first phase, and m is the number of QAP
polynomials.
2. From viewA deduce icrit2 — Osrs query index that corresponds to the last honest update in the
final SRS.
3. Return coefficients w = {Cicrit2 :x:j }m
j=l+1 .

Fig. 8. The extractor EA for update knowledge soundness

Description of the extractor EA . We present the extractor EA on Fig. 8. The extractor takes
the adversarial view viewA as input and extracts the AGM coefficients from an adversary A
that produces a verifying proof. The goal of the extractor is to reconstruct the witness from this
information (with an overwhelming probability, when verification succeeds).
P
The intuition behind its strategy is that, in Prove on Fig. 5, C is constructed as i ai (αui (x) +
βvi (x) + wi (x))/δ, and we would like to obtain precisely these ai as AGM coefficients corresponding to the (αui (x) + . . .)/δ elements of the final SRS. When A submits the final response
(φ, π = (A, B, C)), the proof element C ∈ G1 has the algebraic representation, corresponding
to following G1 elements: (1) SRS elements that the update oracle outputs, (2) corresponding
update proofs, and (3) direct RO replies. These sets include all the SRS elements that were
produced during the update KS game, not only those that were included in the final SRS. The
elements (αui (x) + . . .)/δ that the extractor needs belong to the the first category and in particular correspond to the second phase updates, since δ is updated there.
We introduce the notion of the critical query — icritϕ corresponds to the last honest update A
does in phase ϕ, which is included into the final SRS. Technically, we define it in the following
kφ
way. For every phase, the final SRS comes with update proofs {ρs,i }i=1
(included into Q∗ ) and
at least one of them must be produced by honest update query for finalization to go through in
that phase. Since these honest update proofs are outputs of the update oracle, on finalization
of SRS, given Q∗ , we can merely find the last such element ρs,i in Q∗ ∩ Qϕ . Note that icritϕ is
defined only after ϕ is finalized.
The extractor EA , having access to viewA , can deduce icritϕ , since viewA includes Osrs responses
and Q∗ . When EA obtains icrit2 , it merely returns the AGM coefficients (which it can obtains
from viewA since A is algebraic) corresponding to the (αui (x) + . . .)/δ elements of update oracle response number icrit2 . For now, there is no guarantee that these elements are in any way
connected to the final SRS, but later we will show that EA indeed succeeds.

Description of Game1 . We introduce Game1 , in Fig. 9, that differs from Game0 in that one
of the honest updates in each phase is a freshly generated SRS instead of being an updade of
the input SRS. This simplifies further reasoning: at a later step we will build a reduction B that
embeds the edlog challenge z into the trapdoors of the fresh SRS. For convenience, we describe
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A
GameA,E
(1λ )
1

srs ← srsd , ϕ = 1,
Q1 , Q2 ← ∅; icall ← 0; iguess1 ←$ [0, q1 ]; iguess2 ←$ [0, q2 ]; {zι }ι∈{x,α,β,δ} ←$ Zp ;
Initialize ROt (·)
(φ, π) ← AOsrs ,RO ; w ← EA (viewA );
return Verify(srs, φ, π) = 1 ∧ (φ, w) ∈
/ R ∧ ϕ > ϕmax
(i)

(i)

u
s
Osrs (intent, srs∗ = (srs∗u , srs∗s ), Q∗ = {ρu }ki=1
∪ {ρs }ki=1
)

// Update icall ← icall + 1 on each successful return
if ϕ > 2 : return ⊥;
srsnew ← if ϕ = 1 then srs∗ else (srsu , srs∗s );
if VerifySRSRO(·) (srsnew , Q∗ ) = 0 : return ⊥;
if intent = update ∧ ϕ = 1 ∧ icall = iguess1


i
i
i
i
i
i
zα zx
n−1
srs0u ← {Gzx , H zx }2n−2
, Gzβ zx , H zα zx , H zβ zx }i=0
;
i=0 , {G

srs0s ← Specialize(RQAP , srs0u );
for ι ∈ {x, α, β} do ρι0 ← SimUpdProof(zι , ϕ = u);
return (srs0 , (ρα0 , ρβ 0 , ρx0 ));
if intent = update ∧ ϕ = 2 ∧ icall = iguess2
Let {ẑι }ι∈x,α,β correspond to the trapdoors at the end of phase 1 ;


1 ẑ i t(ẑ )
1 ẑ u (ẑ )+ẑ v (ẑ )+w (ẑ )
(
)
α i x
i x ) m
z ( β i x
srs0s ← Gzδ , H zδ , {G zδ x x }n−2
}i=`+1 ;
i=0 , {G δ
ρ0δ ← SimUpdProof(zδ , ϕ = 2);
return ((srs∗u , srs0s ), ρ0δ );
if intent = update // A standard honest update
(srs0 , ρ0 ) ← Update(ϕ, srsnew , Q∗ ); Qϕ ← Qϕ ∪ {ρ0 }; return (srs0 , ρ0 );
if intent = finalize ∧ Qϕ ∩ Q∗ 6= ∅
if ϕ = 1 then srsu ← srs∗u else srss ← srs∗s ;
ϕ ← ϕ + 1; icall ← 0;
if ϕ > 2
Deduce {icritϕ }ϕ from Q∗ as last honest updates in phase ϕ ∈ {1, 2};
lucky := iguess1 = icrit1 ∧ iguess2 = icrit2 ;

SimUpdProof(zι , ϕ)
// PoKs may correspond both to honest and adversarial updates
kϕ
Y
kϕ
kϕ
ι̂j ;
{ι̂j }j=1
← extract trapdoors from {ρ(i)
}
PoKs
using
view
;
ι̂
←
A
ϕ i=1
0

−1

0

−1

Gι̂ ← (Gzι )ι̂ ; H ι̂ ← (H zι )ι̂ ;
0
0
RO (·)
πι0 ← Simdl 1 (φ = (⊥, Gι̂ , H ι̂ ));
0
0
ρι0 ← (Gzι , Gι̂ , H ι̂ , πι0 ); return ρι0 ;

Fig. 9. Description of Game1 , a modified update KS game.

Game1 in terms of communication between the challenger C (top-level execution code of Game1 )
and A.
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C of Game1 maintains an update (current call) counter icall , which is reset to zero in the beginning
of each phase. Before the game starts, C uniformly samples two values iguess1 and iguess2 , ranging
from 1 to q1 and q2 correspondingly (polynomial upper bounds on number of queries for A), in
such a way attempting to guess critical queries {icritϕ }ϕ . In case the actual number of queries
mϕ in a particular execution of A is less than iguessϕ , C will just execute as in Game0 for phase
ϕ. C will generate fresh SRS for at most two (randomly picked) update queries through Osrs , and
it will respond to all the other update requests from A honestly. The successful guess formally
corresponds to the event lucky, set during SRS finalization in Game1 (see Fig. 9).
Now, it is not possible for C to generate a fresh PoK as in Game0 because it does not know the
update trapdoors ι̂0 for critical queries — these values do not exist explicitly, since instead of
updating an SRS, C generated a new one.
Therefore, it uses a specific technique to simulate the update proof of knowledge using the pro0
0
0
cedure SimUpdProof (see Fig. 9). The task of SimUpdProof is to create ρι̂0 = (Gι̂ι̂ , Gι̂ , H ι̂ , πι̂0 ),
which is a valid update proof from srs∗ to a freshly generated srs0 . Since C does not actually
0
update srs∗ , but creates a completely new one with zι trapdoors, we have Gzι = Gι̂ι̂ where ι̂ is
∗
0
the trapdoor value of srs and ι̂ is the new update trapdoor. Given the value ι̂ in clear, we can
0
0
−1
reconstruct Gι̂ by computing (Gι̂ι̂ )ι̂ . This is the strategy of C: it uses viewA to extract the
trapdoors ιj for all the ku proper updates that led to srs∗ϕ , and thus to obtain ι̂. Notice that these
updates can be both honest and adversarial, but, importantly, none of them are simulated (because we perform this procedure once per phase only), which guarantees that extraction succeeds.
Next, SimUpdProof computes a product ι̂ of these extracted values, and using its inverse produces
0
0
(Gι̂ , H ι̂ ), which are the second and third elements of the update proof. The first element of ρι̂0 is
0
0
just an element of the new SRS (e.g. for ι = x, it is Gιx:1 , and for ι ∈ {α, β} it is Gιιx:0 ), so we set
zι
0
the value to G . The last element, proof-of-knowledge of ι̂ , we create by black-box simulation,
0
0
since PoK is perfectly ZK. Namely, since we already have φ = (⊥, Gι̂ , H ι̂ ), we just pass it into
Simdl , and attach the resulting πι0 to the update proof. Although we know zι in Game1 (and
therefore know φ exponent ι̂0 ), it is not necessary to perform the reverse computation in Game1
— technically, the procedure only requires Gzι . This is critical for the last part of our theorem,
reduction to edlog, since in that case zι contains embedded edlog challenge, and we know only
the corresponding group element, but not the exponent. Once again we emphasize that PoK
simulation is not necessary in Game1 , since the discrete logarithm of φ is known; nevertheless, it
is a good place to introduce it.
We now argue that the game Game1 that we introduced is indistinguishable from Game0 for A.
We recall that (1, 0)-dlog assumption is implied by (2n − 1, 2n − 2)-edlog assumption.
Lemma 3. Assuming (1, 0)-dlog, the difference between advantage of A in winning Game0 and
Game1
0
Game1 is negligible: AdvGame
A,EA (λ) ≤ AdvA,EA (λ) + negl(λ).
Proof. We introduce the intermediate game Game1⁄2 , and prove the lemma in two steps, corresponding to the transitions between Game0 and Game1⁄2 , and between Game1⁄2 and Game1 ,
correspondingly. Both transitions are using security properties of the underlying Πdl PoK (ZK
and SE), which hold under (1, 0)-dlog.
Step 1. In Game1⁄2 , we choose the critical queries, but we still update the SRS honestly. The
only thing that we change is the PoK: instead of producing honest PoKs on critical queries,
we simulate them. That is, we still have the update trapdoor ι̂0 , but we use it to construct
0
0
φ = (⊥, Gι̂ , H ι̂ ), and simulate for this φ. Game0 and Game1⁄2 are indistinguishable by perfect
Game1⁄2
0
ZK of the PoK, thus AdvGame
A,EA (λ) ≤ AdvA,EA (λ) + negl(λ). The formal reduction breaking ZK
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uses Ob (the real prover, or the simulator) in the critical queries; every other part of the game is
the same.
Step 2. Next, we recall Game1 which, compared to Game1⁄2 , generates a fresh SRS with trapdoors
{zι }ι , and reconstructs φ for PoKs in a different way. Because for critical queries we do not have
the update trapdoor ι̂ in the clear (since we do not do the update, but pretend our fresh SRS is the
outcome of the update), we extract the corresponding trapdoors ι̂i from honest and adversarial
PoKs, and reconstruct ι̂0 from these and zι . Since fresh and updated trapdoors are identically
distributed, this part of the transition is perfect. Similarly, our reversed computation outputs
exactly the same value of the update trapdoor ι̂0 that the game was supposed to obtain by honest
update, so instance φ to PoK is the same in two games. Therefore, the only risk in the transition
between the two games is that PoK extraction can fail, and in this case we abort the execution,
which is noticeable by A. But the PoK is simulation-extractable — even though A sees simulated
PoKs already in Game1⁄2 , the probability for PoK extractor to fail is negligible by SE. Therefore,
Game1
1⁄2
Game1⁄2 is indistinguishable from Game1 : AdvGame
A,EA (λ) ≤ AdvA,EA (λ) + negl(λ).
Technically, we need to explain two things: why we are allowed to use PoK SE here, and why it
applies here, guaranteeing us extraction. First, by Theorem 2 our PoK is SE. Second, we must
show that our current setting does not give A more power than it is considered in the SE game.
Concretely, in the SE game A is given access to simulation oracle, RO, and two Poly oracles.
In our setting adversary also has access to RO, simulation oracle models update proofs, and other
elements that adversary sees (SRS elements and non-PoK update proof elements) only depend on
update trapdoors and fresh trapdoors, which are modelled with Opoly . The degree d(λ) of Opoly
that we need is q1 (2n − 2) + q2 . Let us recall that we defined the degree of a Laurent polynomial
to be the degree of its highest degree momonial, where the degree of a monomial is the sum of
absolute values of variable degrees. Given this definition, the highest degree element in the SRS
is xn−2 t(x)/δ, which has the degree 2n − 1, we obtain the degree q1 (2n − 2) + q2 , if A updates a
single SRS sequentially in all its queries.
t
u
Reconstructing the proof algebraically. For the next steps of our proof we will need to
be able to reconstruct the proof elements, and the verification equation generically from the
AGM coefficients we can extract from A. Almost all the elements that A sees depend on certain
~ that are considered secret for the adversary (update trapdoors, RO exponents, critical
variables Ψ
query honest trapdoors). Since A can describe proof elements A, B, C as linear combinations of
~ , we are able to reconstruct the proof elements as functions
elements it sees, that depend on Ψ
~
~
~
A(Ψ ), B(Ψ ), C(Ψ ) (Laurent polynomials, as we will show later). That is, for the particular values
~ that we chose in some execution in Game1 , A(ψ)
~ = A (but we can also evaluate A(Ψ
~ ) on a
ψ
~ ), B(Ψ
~ ), C(Ψ
~ ) one can reconstruct a SNARK
different set of trapdoors). From these functions A(Ψ
~ = 0.
~
verification equation Q(Ψ ), such that Verify(ψ, π) = 1 ⇐⇒ Q(ψ)
We note that it is not trivial to obtain the (general) form of these functions, because it depends
on viewA — different traces produce different elements that A sees, which affects with which
functions these elements are modelled. Therefore, we start by defining which variables are used
to model elements that A sees.
~ this set of variables which are unknown to A. This includes, first and foremost,
We denote by Ψ
the set of trapdoors that are used for the (critical) simulation update queries: Zx , Zα , Zβ , Zδ
(these abstract the corresponding trapdoors {zι }). To denote the expression that includes final
adversarial trapdoors, we
Q will use Ẑι that is equal to the previously
Q A defined Zι (Z), but now as a
function of Zι : Ẑι = Zι ιA
for
ι
∈
{x,
α,
β},
and
Ẑ
=
Z
/
δj .
δ
δ
j
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~ is the following:
The full list of variables that constitute Ψ
1. Critical honest trapdoor variables: Zα , Zβ , Zx , Zδ . The elements depending on them may be
used by A independently, e.g. having GZx in the first phase SRS A can set A = GkZx +... , but
we expect that since final SRS contains Ẑx as a trapdoor, k will contain adversarial trapdoor
contribution too, that is kZx = k 0 Ẑx .
2. Honest (non-critical) update trapdoors T~ = {Ti,ι }.
3. RO replies, which we, for convenience of indexing, split into three disjoint sets:
~ = {Kι }x,α,β,δ : these RO replies are used in PoK
– RO values for the critical queries K
simulation by Game1 .
~ T = {RT :i:ι }i,ι . First phase update number i
– RO values for honest update proofs R
corresponds to three values RT :i:x , RT :i:α , RT :i:β , and second phase update number j
corresponds to RT :j:δ .
~ A . These are used by A, in particular, but not only, to create PoKs
– Direct RO values R
for adversarial SRS updates.
~ =R
~A ∪ R
~ T . Therefore, Ψ
~ = ({Zι }ι , K,
~ T~ , R).
~ Since we will be often working
We denote by R
~2 , and all other variables from Ψ
~
only with the first set of variables {Zι }, we will denote it as Ψ
~1 .
as Ψ
~ ) is quite big, and it
Success in lucky executions. In general, the set of possible variants of Q(Ψ
depends on many things, including the way A interacts with the challenger. Each interaction can
present a different set of coefficients in A that will be modelled by different functions. Therefore,
we would like to take advantage of the lucky event to simplify our reasoning and reduce the
space of possible interactions.
We claim that lucky is independent from A success in Game1 . In other words, in order to win
Game1 it suffices to only show the existence of a witness extractor in the case where the lucky
indices correspond to A’s critical queries.
A,EA λ
A
1
AdvGame
(1 ) = 1] = Pr[GameA,E
(1λ ) = 1 | lucky]
1
A,EA (λ) = Pr[Game1

where q1 and q2 are polynomially bounded. Indeed, A is blind to whether we simulate or not,
A
and so we can assume independence of events: Pr[GameA,E
(1λ ) = 1 | simi ] is the same for all
1
simulation strategies simi , including the lucky one.
1
AdvGame
A,EA (λ) =

qX
1 q2
i=0

=

Pr[Game1A,EA (1λ ) = 1 | simi ]

1
q1 q2

1 X
A
Pr[Game1A,EA (1λ ) = 1 | lucky] = Pr[GameA,E
(1λ ) = 1 | lucky]
1
q1 q2 i

Our choice of {iguessϕ }ϕ , and thus the chosen simulation strategy simi is independent from the
success of A. Note that this does not imply that we ignore some traces of A, which would break
the reduction. Instead, for each possible trace of A, and thus each possible way it communicates
with the challenger and the oracles, we only consider those executions in which we guess the
indices correctly.
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~ ) for Game1 . Therefore, when in Game1 the challenger guesses
Defining the function Q(Ψ
critical queries correctly (lucky), and A returns a verifying proof, the complexity is greatly
simplified, and we can now define at least the high-level form of the function Q:
!
`
X
~ ) := A(Ψ
~ )B(Ψ
~ ) − Ẑα Ẑβ −
~ )Ẑδ
Q(Ψ
ai (Ẑβ ui (Ẑx ) + Ẑα vi (Ẑx ) + wi (Ẑx )) − C(Ψ
(3)
i=0
~
~ is the concrete set of secret values used
such that GA(ψ) = A and similarly for B and C, where ψ
~
for a particular execution. The function Q(Ψ ) reconstructs verification equation of the proof in
~ = 0 ⇐⇒ Verify(srs, φ, π) = 1.14
this particular game execution: in particular, Q(ψ)

~ ), B(Ψ
~ ), and C(Ψ
~ ) still heavily depends on the interaction
Note that the form of functions A(Ψ
with A, and thus on the particular execution trace. But the general form of Q we have just
specified is enough to argue the critical lemmas.
~ ) is as presented in Eq. (3). Moreover, A, B, C are Laurent
Lemma 4. The general form of Q(Ψ
~ where C
~ are AGM coefficients, abstracted as variables.
polynomials in Ψ2 when viewed over Zp [C],
~
~
~
In another words, A, B, C ∈ (Zp [C, Ψ1 ])[Ψ2 ] are Laurent. Therefore, Q also is Laurent when
~ Ψ
~1 ])[Ψ
~2 ].
viewed as (Zp [C,
~ ), and concretely its public elements that are
Proof. We will first argue why the form of Q(Ψ
included in it (Ẑα Ẑβ for instance), is as in Eq. (3). Consider the first phase for now. When A
finalizes srsu we locate in Q∗u (Q∗ = (Q∗u , Q∗s )) the critical update proofs for x, α, β — let their
position be j ∈ [1, ku ] (j is not equal to the Osrs query index icrit1 since there can be many
adversarial updates in Q∗u ). These update proofs are followed by (potentially non-empty) set of
adversarial proofs with indices j + 1, . . . , ku — honest proofs are not included in this suffix since
∗
critical proofs are the last honest
Q A ones in Qu . Now, let us argue that the element Gα:0 in the
final SRS corresponds to Zα αi . In step 3.b of SRS verification we do a cascade verification:
(j−1)
, H j 0 ). So, if the exponent of Hαj 0 is
in particular, on the j + 1 step we check ê(Gjα , H) = ê(Gα
Q Aα
some αjA , then we know after this loop ends that Gα = Gzα αi . Same is applicable for Gx , Gβ .
Then we can use other VerifySRS equations, similarly
to the style in Lemma 7, to show that
Q
every α related slot in the final SRS contains zα αiA (in other words, srs is consistent w.r.t.
Qthis
value of α). And we can argue similarly for the second phase and δ slot being taken by zδ δiA ,
and srss being consistent w.r.t. this value. This argument explains the form of the public part of
~ ):
Q(Ψ
(
)
`
X
Ẑα Ẑβ ,
ai (Ẑβ ui (Ẑx ) + Ẑα vi (Ẑx ) + wi (Ẑx )), Ẑδ
i=0

~ ) is a Laurent polynomial in Ψ
~2 , it is enough to understand three things.
To explain why Q(Ψ
~2 —
First, the elements E that Osrs outputs on the critical queries are Laurent polynomials in Ψ
this can be verified by observing that the form of honest SRS consists of Laurent polynomials
~2 can be obtained by passing E into
in its trapdoors. Second, no new elements depending on Ψ
~2 . Third, VerifySRS
RO, since RO returns randomly sampled values that are independent of Ψ
14

The form of the public equation parts (the second and the third terms, and 1/Zδ in the last term) is
due to our critical-step-simulation strategy, e.g. they only depend on the challenge variables plus last
adversarial trapdoors. This is where guessing the last query really helps: otherwise these terms would
also depend on some T~ .
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A
GameA,E
(1λ )
2

srs ← srsd , ϕ = 1,
Q1 , Q2 ← ∅; icall ← 0; iguess1 ←$ [0, q1 ]; iguess2 ←$ [0, q2 ]; {zι }ι∈{x,α,β,δ} ←$ Zp ;
ROt , Osrs and SimUpdProof are constructed as in Game1 ;
(φ, π) ← AOsrs ,RO ;
w ← EA
(viewA );

bad := lucky ∧ Q(ψ1 , {zι }) = 1 ∧ Q(ψ1 , {Zι }) 6≡ 0

return Verify(srs, φ, π) = 1 ∧ (φ, w) ∈
/ R ∧ ϕ > ϕmax ∧ lucky;

~1 , Ψ
~2 )
Fig. 10. Description of Game2 , an extension of Game1 with bad event introduced. Q(Ψ
~
is the function (Laurent polynomial in Ψ2 ) that corresponds to the way to reconstruct π and
verification equation, where Ψ2 corresponds to the trapdoor variables {Zι }.

does not use any older trapdoors, and only introduces new ones: this means that for any set
~2 ) being inputs of VerifySRS, VerifySRS will
of elements E 0 (that are Laurent polynomials in Ψ
0
~2 .
merely produce linear combinations of E , which will be again Laurent in Ψ

Description of Game2 . The following game, presented on Fig. 10 extends Game1 with two
additions. Firstly, it introduces the event bad. The condition that we are trying to capture is
whether A uses the elements that depend on trapdoors zι blindly or not. When bad does not
happen, the adversary is constructing π in such a way that it works for any value of zι0 . Otherwise,
we can argue that A used the specific value of zι , even though it is hidden in the exponent.
Secondly, we require that adversary wins only if the event lucky happens. Since lucky is an indeA
A
pendent event, then Pr[Game2A,EA (1λ ) = 1] = Pr[GameA,E
(1λ ) = 1∧lucky] = Pr[GameA,E
(1λ ) =
1
1
1]/(q1 q2 ). The last transition is due to independence of winning Game1 and lucky explained earA
lier (Pr[Game1A,EA (1λ ) = 1] = Pr[GameA,E
(1λ ) = 1 | lucky]). We can use the total probability
1
formula to condition winning in Game2 on the event bad.
A
Pr[Game2A,EA (1λ ) = 1] = Pr[GameA,E
(1λ ) = 1 | ¬bad] · Pr[¬bad]
2
A
+ Pr[GameA,E
(1λ ) = 1 | bad] · Pr[bad]
2
A
≤ Pr[GameA,E
(1λ ) = 1 | ¬bad] + Pr[bad].
2

The next two lemmas will upperbound this probability. The Lemma 5 will bound the the first
term of the sum and the Lemma 6 bounds the second term.
Extractor succeeds in good executions. In this subsection we present a lemma, that states
that whenever C guesses the critical indices correctly, and event bad does not happen, the output
of the extractor EA is a QAP witness.
Lemma 5. In Game2 when ¬bad, if A produces a verifying proof, EA succeeds:
Pr[Game2A,EA (1λ ) = 1 | ¬bad] = negl(λ)
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Proof. Assume Verify(srs, φ, π) = 1, the event lucky happens since otherwise A cannot win
~2 ) ≡ 0 w.o.p., where Q(Ψ
~ ) is as in
Game2 . Because bad did not happen, we deduce that Q(ψ1 , Ψ
the equation Eq. (3).
~2 ) ≡ 0
The problem is that we do not know the form of Q; we want to argue that if Q(ψ1 , Ψ
then AGM coefficients that A returns have some specific form, and contain witness wires. But
we also do not know what is the most general form of Q — with AGM coefficients being treated
as variables, and not as concrete values. For our proof to proceed in such generality, we will only
~2 — all the other elements are considered
care about those AGM base elements that depend on Ψ
~
~2 .
constants in Q(ψ1 , Ψ2 ). Now, we must determine which elements depend on Ψ
~2 that A sees as an output of critical
Observation 6 Let E1 , E2 be elements depending on Ψ
queries in the first and second round correspondingly. Then, the proof elements A, B, C can only
include these elements and linear coefficients of E1 ∪E2 with constant values potentially unknown
to A.
~2 appear in the update query number icrit : in SRS
1. In the first phase, {Zx , Zα , Zβ } ⊂ Ψ
1
elements and in the corresponding update proof, let us call these elements E1 . Now, since
icrit1 does not have to be the last query of the first round, nothing stops A from passing
E1 into other RO queries or update oracle queries (and not using them for final SRS).
Passing these values into RO is generally useful both here and in the second phase: on any
request A will receive an unrelated constant value, so no elements that depend on E1 can
be produced in such a way. Passing E1 into SRS update oracle only mixes E1 with some
~2 . This is easy to see: Update procedure is
other values that are considered constants over Ψ
designed in such a way that no knowledge of internal SRS trapdoors in needed
P to perform
the update. As a result, all output elements of Update are of form [k0 +
ki e], where
e ∈ E1 , and ki are constants (e.g. update trapdoors). This is equivalent to A producing
the linear combination of E1 elements on its own, but in this case ki may not be known to
A. Therefore, in the first round, until A finalizes, it only sees E1 and linear combinations
of E1 elements (with unknown coefficients potentially).
2. The same logic applies to the adversarial queries w.r.t. E1 in the second round before the
second round critical queries.
3. In the second round query icrit2 adversary obtains elements that depend on E2 = {Zδ } ⊂
~2 : second phase SRS elements and corresponding update proofs. Now, similarly, A cannot
Ψ
mix E1 with E2 (and within these sets) using update oracle, producing conceptually new
elements that depend on E2 and cannot be represented as linear combinations of E1 and
E2 elements.
4. The second round ends and A submits the final SRS. It then can query RO (since update
oracle is disabled after the second round finalization), and finally A submits the instance
and the proof.
t
u
Then we can assume A, B, C to only contain linear combinations of both Ei , and some other
constant values. The form of this constant value may be complex, since it is a linear (AGM)
combination of constants, the form of which depends on the particular execution, interaction
~2 ). As we just
pattern and other things. Nevertheless, these values are constant factor in Q(ψ1 , Ψ
argued, elements that depend on Ei and
that
are
not
direct
outputs
of
update
oracle on two
P
critical queries are linear combinations [ ki ei ]ι . So since these are in the span of E1 ∪ E2 , we
will only consider A, B, C to consist of linear elements E1 ∪ E2 and constant values.
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We now formally state the list of elements that can be used in the algebraic base of A, B, C. We
use a custom enumeration to simplify our notation.
~ 2 ) = A0 +
A(Ψ

2n−2
X

A1:i Zxi

+

i=1

+

m
X

i=0

Ẑ i t(Ẑx )
Ẑβ ui (Ẑx ) + Ẑα vi (Ẑx ) + wi (Ẑx ) X
+
A6:i x
Zδ
Zδ
i=0

X
K ι Zι
Zι
Q A + A8:ι Q
Q
)
(A7:ι Q
( I1 Ti,ι )( I2 ιi )
( I1 Ti,ι )( I2 ιA
i )
ι

~ 2 ) = B0 +
B(Ψ

2n−2
X

B1:i Zxi +

i=1

+

(A2:i Zα Zxi + A3:i Zβ Zxi ) + A4 Zδ
n−2

A5:i

i=l+1

+

n−1
X

X
i,ι

n−1
X

(B2:i Zα Zxi + B3:i Zβ Zxi ) + B4 Zδ

i=0

Zι
Q
)
(B7:ι Q
( I1 Ti,ι )( I2 ιA
i )

C is constructed as A. The constant value G sometimes corresponds to x0 and could be referred
to as A1:0 , but we will give the coefficient a separate index 0 for clarity. Indices 1 to 6 correspond to
outputs of critical queries. Elements number 7 are second and third elements of proof of update:
they contain update trapdoors as exponents. Elements number 8 are corresponding PoKs. In
both these last two types of elements the denominator contains some honest and adversarial
trapdoors corresponding to the prefix of the update procedure before the critical query: these
are the elements that are extracted in SimUpdProof of Game1 . Essentially, we divide the new
trapdoor by the old one to reconstruct the update trapdoor (for the update the challenger did
not do).
We can immediately simplify the representation even further: observe that elements number
10Q
Q
and 11 already exist in the span of elements they are included into. For example, A10:ι Zι /( I1 Ti,ι I2 ιA
i )
is just Zι multiplied by a very specific constant that A knows only partially (because Ti is hidden
from it). For ι = x, there exists A1:1 , for ι = α, β there
exist,
Q
Q correspondingly, A2:0 and A3:0 .
Therefore, the coefficient of Zx is now A1:1 + A10:ι /( I1 Ti,ι I2 ιA
i ). It is more restrictive for A
to use constants which it knows only partially, therefore without loss of generality we can assume
that A10:ι = 0, and if adversary wants to include Zx it will set A1:1 to a nonzero value. Similarly,
A11:ι = B10:ι = 0.
Which leads to the general form similar to the one we have in the original proof of Groth16
in [BGM17], except our elements have extra adversarial trapdoors (hidden inside some variables
with hats):
~ 2 ) = A0 +
A(Ψ

2n−2
X

A1:i Zxi

+

i=1

+

m
X

(A2:i Zα Zxi + A3:i Zβ Zxi ) + A4 Zδ

i=0
n−2

A5:i

i=l+1

~ 2 ) = B0 +
B(Ψ

n−1
X

Ẑβ ui (Ẑx ) + Ẑα vi (Ẑx ) + wi (Ẑx ) X
Ẑ i t(Ẑx )
+
A6:i x
Zδ
Zδ
i=0

2n−2
X
i=1

B1:i Zxi +

n−1
X
i=0

(B2:i Zα Zxi + B3:i Zβ Zxi ) + B4 Zδ
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We follow a proof strategy similar to the one in [BGM17]. One structural difference is that we
will not try to deduce first which elements can be included into A, B, C and which can not —
since we do not know whether this will be necessary for the result. Instead, we will start from
the end, immediately locating the three critical equations from which we expect to extract —
these are equations that correspond to the monomials of public verification equation elements.
i
The corresponding monomials are: ZX
, Zα Zxi , Zβ Zxi . For Zα Zxi :
X
X
X
(
A2,i Zα Zxi )(B0 +
B1,i Zxi ) + (
A5,i Ẑα vi (Ẑx ))B4 +
X
X
X
X
i
(
B2,i Zα Zx )(A0 +
A1,i Zxi ) −
ai Ẑα vi (Ẑx ) − (
C5,i Ẑα vi (Ẑx )) = 0
For Zβ Zxi :
X
X
X
(
A3,i Zβ Zxi )(B0 +
B1,i Zxi ) + (
A5,i Ẑβ ui (Ẑx ))B4 +
X
X
X
X
(
B3,i Zβ Zxi )(A0 +
A1,i Zxi ) −
ai Ẑβ ui (Ẑx ) − (
C5,i Ẑβ ui (Ẑx )) = 0
And for Zxi :
(B0 +

X

B1,i Zxi )(A0 +

X

X
X
A1,i Zxi ) + (
A5,i wi (Ẑx ) +
A6,i Ẑxi t(Ẑx ))B4 −
X
X
X
ai wi (Ẑx ) −
C5,i wi (Ẑx ) −
C6,i Ẑxi t(Ẑx ) = 0

Our strategy now is to attempt to remove the elements which clutter these equations and prevent
us from substituting the first two into the third one to obtain a QAP. Let us write out equations
on monomials that include Zα , Zβ , Zx and see whether we can deduce any simplifying relations
on the AGM coefficients involved.
Zα2 Zxi

n−1
X

:(

A2:i Zα Zxi )(

n−1
X

A3:i Zβ Zxi )(

n−1
X

i=0

i=0

n−1
X

n−1
X

Zα Zβ Zxi : (

A2:i Zα Zxi )(

m
X

B3:i Zβ Zxi ) + (

A5,i Ẑα vi (Ẑx )/Zδ )(

i=0

A5,i Ẑβ ui (Ẑx )/Zδ )(

A5,i Ẑα vi (Ẑx )/Zδ )(

Zα Zxi /Zδ : (

m
X

i=l+1

X

A3:j B3:k = 0

A3:i Zβ Zxi )(

n−1
X

B2:i Zα Zxi ) = αA β A (6= 0)

i=0

B2,i Zα Zxi ) = 0
B3,i Zβ Zxi ) = 0

i=0

i=l+1

i=l+1

n−1
X
i=0

n−1
X

n−1
X

Zα Zβ Zxi /Zδ : (

A2:j B2:k = 0

j,k:(0,0);j+k=i

m
X

m
X

X

(n−1,n−1)

B3:i Zβ Zxi ) = 0 =⇒ ∀i ∈ [0, 2n − 2] :

i=l+1

Zβ2 Zxi /Zδ : (

= 0 =⇒ ∀i ∈ [0, 2n − 2] :

j,k:(0,0);j+k=i

i=0

i=0

Zα2 Zxi /Zδ : (

(n−1,n−1)

B2:i Zα Zxi )

i=0

i=0

Zβ2 Zxi : (

n−1
X

n−1
X

B3,i Zβ Zxi ) + (

i=0

A5,i Ẑα vi (Ẑx )/Zδ )(

2n−2
X
i=0

m
X

A5,i Ẑβ ui (Ẑx )/Zδ )(

i=l+1

B1,i Zxi )+

n−1
X
i=0

B2,i Zα Zxi ) = 0
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m
X

A5,i wi (Ẑx )/Zδ +

Zβ Zxi /Zδ : (

2n−2
X

A5,i Ẑβ ui (Ẑx )/Zδ )(

(

n−1
X

B2,i Zα Zxi ) = 0

i=0

B1,i Zxi )+

i=0

i=l+1
m
X

i
A6,i Zˆx t(Ẑx )/Zδ )(

i=0

i=l+1
m
X

n−2
X
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A5,i wi (Ẑx )/Zδ +

n−2
X

i

A6,i Zˆx t(Ẑx )/Zδ )(

i=0

i=l+1

n−1
X

B3,i Zβ Zxi ) = 0

i=0

From the first equation, Zα2 Zxi , we have A2 ∗ B2 = 0, where ∗ denotes convolution product. From
Zβ2 Zxi , A3 ∗ B3 = 0. From Zα Zβ Zxi , A2 ∗ B3 + A3 ∗ B2 = (αA β A , 0, . . . , 0)T .
Convolution products have a property useful in this context which we explain now. Assume
a ∗ b = 0, then a0 b0 = 0, a1 b0 + a0 b1 = 0, a2 b0 + a1 b1 + a0 b2 = 0 and so on (the longest equation
is for degree n, and then the number of elements decreases one-by-one until degree 2n). It is easy
to see that the product is symmetric: a ∗ b = b ∗ a. Importantly, if a0 6= 0, then all bi = 0: from the
first equation b0 = 0, from the second equation a0 b1 = 0, so b1 = 0 too, from the third equation
similarly a0 b2 = 0 (the other two terms cancel because of b0 = b1 = 0), and thus b2 = 0. This
process is continued until the degree n (middle, longest) equation. Therefore, if a ∗ b = 0, then
a0 6= 0 =⇒ b = 0, or b0 6= 0 =⇒ a = 0.
In our case, the Zα Zβ Zxi gives A2:0 B3:0 + A3:0 B2:0 = αA β A . But at the same time, at least
one from {A2:0 , B2:0 } and {A3:0 , B3:0 } must be zero. If both zero values are in both terms, it is
impossible for their sum to be zero, therefore both zero values must be in one term. This leads
us to the two options:
(a) A2:0 = B3:0 = 0 and both A3:0 and B2:0 are nonzero. From this, by the convolution property
above, we immediately conclude ∀i. A2:i = B3:i = 0.
(b) Symmetrically, A3:i = B2:i = 0 for all i, but A2:0 and B3:0 are nonzero.
In the honest proof generation, β ∈ B, as in option (b), so let us assume option (a) first. We will
later see that one can indeed construct a proof with B swapped with A; we will succeed with
(a), so this choice is performed without loss of generality.
Pn−1
Pn−1
Now, the equation Zα Zβ Zxi becomes ( i=0 A3:i Zβ Zxi )( i=0 B2:i Zα Zxi ) = αA β A 6= 0 or A3 ∗
B2 = (αA β A , 0 . . . 0)T . By an argument similar to above we can argue that A3,i = B2,i = 0 for all
i > 0. We examine the highest degree coefficient A3,n B2,n = 0, and assume A3,n 6= 0 wlog, then
B2,n = 0. Then, from the previous equation A3,n−1 B2,n + A3,n B2,n−1 = 0 we derive B2,n−1 = 0.
This process goes on until on the degree n equation A3,0 B2,n + . . . + A3,n−1 B2,1 + A3,n B2,0 = 0
where we reach a contradiction since B2,0 = 0 but we assumed it is not. By a symmetric argument,
B2,n 6= 0 lead to A3,0 = 0 and contradiction too. So B2,n = A3,n = 0. The equation 2n − 1 is now
immediately satisfied, but the equation for 2n − 2 becomes A3,n−1 B2,n−1 = 0. Here the proof
idea repeats, but we reach contradiction on degree n − 1 equation instead. Using this process we
conclude that A3,i = B2,i = 0 for i > 0.
If ∀i. A2:i = B3:i = 0, A3:0 B2:0 = αA β A , and A3:i = B2:i = 0 for i > 0, our system of equation
becomes:
Zα Zβ Zxi : A3:0 B2:0 = 1
m
X
Zα2 Zxi /Zδ : (
A5,i Ẑα vi (Ẑx )/Zδ )B2,0 Zα = 0
i=l+1
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Zα Zβ Zxi /Zδ : (

m
X

A5,i Ẑβ ui (Ẑx )/Zδ )B2,0 Zα = 0

i=l+1

Zα Zxi /Zδ : (

m
X

2n−2
X

A5,i Ẑα vi (Ẑx )/Zδ )(

i=0

i=l+1
m
X

(

A5,i wi (Ẑx )/Zδ +

Zβ Zxi /Zδ : (

n−2
X

i
A6,i Zˆx t(Ẑx )/Zδ )B2,0 Zα = 0

i=0

i=l+1
m
X

B1,i Zxi )+

A5,i Ẑβ ui (Ẑx )/Zδ )(

2n−2
X

B1,i Zxi ) = 0

i=0

i=l+1

The equations Zα2 Zxi , Zβ2 Zxi , Zβ2 Zxi /Zδ are now satisfied, so are not considered anymore. From
Pm
Pm
Zα2 Zxi /Zδ we conclude that i=l+1 A5,i vi (Ẑx ) = 0 as a polynomial in Zx , and same for ( i=l+1 A5,i ui (Ẑx ) =
0. Zα Zxi /Zδ reduces to
(

m
X

A5,i wi (Ẑx )/Zδ +

n−2
X

i
A6,i Zˆx t(Ẑx )/Zδ )B2,0 Zα = 0

i=0

i=l+1

from which, since these two sets are of different powers, we conclude
m
X

A5,i wi (Ẑx ) = 0 and

n−2
X

i

A6,i Zˆx t(Ẑx ) = 0

i=0

i=l+1

both as polynomials in Zx .
We now return to the three critical equations which are now significantly simplified:
Zα Zxi : B2,0 (A0 +

X

A1,i Zxi ) =

X

ai αA vi (Ẑx ) + (

X

C5,i αA vi (Ẑx ))

X
X
X
Zβ Zxi : A3,0 (B0 +
B1,i Zxi ) =
ai β A ui (Ẑx ) + (
C5,i β A ui (Ẑx ))
X
X
X
X
X
Zxi : (B0 +
B1,i Zxi )(A0 +
A1,i Zxi ) =
ai wi (Ẑx ) +
C5,i wi (Ẑx ) +
C6,i Ẑxi t(Ẑx )
Express 1 and 2 and substitute into 3:
l
m
l
m
X
X
X
β A αA X
(
ai ui (Ẑx ) +
C5,i ui (Ẑx ))(
ai vi (Ẑx ) +
C5,i vi (Ẑx )) =
A3,0 B2,0 i=0
i=0
i=l+1

i=l+1

l
X
i=0

ai wi (Ẑx ) +

m
X
i=l+1

C5,i wi (Ẑx ) +

n−2
X

C6,i Ẑxi t(Ẑx )

i=0

A3,0 B2,0 = β A αA , so the first term is equal to 1. Our result is a QAP in Ẑx : C5,i elements are
witness wires, and C6,i are coefficients of h(Ẑx ) (such that h(Ẑx )t(Ẑx ) is equal to QAP left hand
side). Therefore the extractor targeting C5,i succeeds in extracting the witness.
t
u
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1

z 2n−2
rδ z+sδ
B({Gz }2n−1
, H rδ z+sδ )
i=1 , {H }i=1 , rδ , sδ , G

Initialize ROt (·)
{rι , sι }ι∈{x,α,β} ←$ Zp ;
Set implicitly zι ← rι z + sι for critical query embeddings for ι ∈ {α, β, x};
1
Similarly set zδ ←
rδ z + sδ
Run A and E as in Game1 using dlog challenge elements to embed zι
into critical SRS updates, and modified SimUpdProof B
assert Verify(srs, φ, π) = 1 ∧ (φ, w) ∈
/ R;
~1 , Ψ
~2 ) using AGM matrix T and extracted trapdoors from srs PoKs;
Reconstruct Q(ψ
Reinterpret it as Q0 (Z); factor Q0 (Z), find z among the roots and return it;
SimUpdProof B (ι, ϕ)
0

0

We compute Gι̂ , H ι̂ , as before, except now we do not know exponent of Gzι , H zι ;
0

1

−1

Notice: for δ, Gι̂ = (G rδ z+sδ )ι̂ due to inverted embedding.
RO (·)
As in SimUpdProof, create φ and call Simdl 1 on it to obtain πι0 .
ι̂0
ι̂0
zι
return (G , G , H , πι0 )

Fig. 11. Adversary B against (2n − 1, 2n − 2)-extended dlog assumption in Theorem 5. It is
parameterized by a full update knowledge soundness algebraic adversary A, and the extractor
EA as in Fig. 8. Its main task is to simulate Game1 to A, embedding the edlog instance z into
SRS on critical queries.

Description of the EDLOG reduction. We show that the event bad can only happen with
a negligible probability by making a reduction to the edlog assumption. The intuition behind
this is that if A triggers bad, then it could construct a proof in a manner that is specific to the
~2 and does not generalize to any other ψ
~ 0 . And this means that A has knowledge of the
SRS ψ
2
exponent element, which is impossible assuming edlog.
Lemma 6. The probability of bad in Game2 is negligible under the (2n − 1, 2n − 2)-edlog assumption.
~2 = {zι }ι . Let us define Q2 (Ψ
~2 = {Zι }ι ; similarly, let us say ψ
~2 ) :=
Proof. Recall that we denote Ψ
~2 ) 6≡ 0. Also recall that bad implies lucky, so we are implicitly considering lucky traces
Q(ψ1 , Ψ
in this lemma.
Let A be a PPT adversary in Game2 . We want to show that it is computationally hard for
~2 ) = 0.
A to come up with a non-zero polynomial Q2 such that the verifier accepts, i.e. Q2 (ψ
The idea of the proof is to construct an adversary B that simulates Game2 for A and embeds
~2 ) at critical queries icrit
(2n − 1, 2n − 2)-edlog challenge z into the update trapdoors zι (ψ
1
~
and icrit2 . We show Q2 (Ψ ) 6≡ 0 implies that a closely related univariate polynomial Q0 (Z) 6≡ 0
where (2n − 1, 2n − 2)-edlog challenge value z is one of the roots of Q0 . Since Q0 is a univariate
~2 ) = 0 and Q2 (Ψ
~ ) 6≡ 0
polynomial, B can efficiently factor it and output z. It follows that Q2 (ψ
can only hold with negligible probability, thus event bad is negligibly rare.
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We now explain in detail the embedding strategy of B in Fig. 11. Firstly, B obtains as a challenge
1
1
i
z i 2n−2
rz+s , H rz+s ). Instead of sampling critical trapdoor values z
(bp, {Gz }2n−1
ι
i=1 , {H }i=1 , r, s, G
randomly, we implicitly define zι := rι z + sι for ι ∈ {x, α, β} and let B sample sι , rι randomly.
When A requests an update number icrit1 in the first phase, B uses the challenge input and
(rx , rα , rβ , sx , sα , sβ ) to set
!
i
i
i
i
{G(rx z+sx ) , H (rx z+sx ) }2n−2
, {G(rα z+sα )(rx z+sx ) , G(rβ z+sβ )(rx z+sx ) ,
0
i=0
srsu =
.
i
i
H (rα z+sα )(rx z+sx ) , H (rβ z+sβ )(rx z+sx ) }n−1
i=0
Similary SimUpdProof is computed exactly as in Game2 except that B knows Gzι and H zι instead
of zι = rι z + sι itself.
A
A
) for all updates
When A finalizes the first phase 1, B sees the verifying proofs (π1:1
, . . . , π1:t
1
after the last update query that A made. More precisely, B also receives other verifying proofs,
corresponding to the previous honest updates and adversarial updates between them, but B can
just discard them after verifying their validity, keeping only the last t1 of them. Then B can
extract (α~A , β~A , x~A ) such that
Q A i
Q A i

{G((rx z+sx ) j xj ) , H ((rx z+sx ) j xj ) }2n−2
i=0 , Q
Q
Q
Q
A i
A
A i
A


srsu =  {G((rα z+sα ) j αj )((rx z+sx ) j xj ) , G((rβ z+sβ ) j βj )((rx z+sx ) j xj ) ,
.
Q A
Q A i
Q A
Q A i
H ((rα z+sα ) j αj )((rx z+sx ) j xj ) , H ((rβ z+sβ ) j βj )((rx z+sx ) j xj ) }n−1



i=0

where j = 1, . . . , t1 . The reasoning of why the form of srsu is that is similar to Lemma 4: because
the critical queries are guessed correctly, A can only add its own adversarial trapdoors, but not to
change the general form of the last honest
SRS elements. To simplifyQthe notation, we, as before,
Q
A
us polynomials Zx (Z) = (rx Z + sx ) j xA
j and Zα (Z) = (rα Z + sα )
j αj and Zβ (Z) = (rβ Z +
Q A
sβ ) j βj . The variable Z stands for the edlog challenge exponent z. We note that extraction of
(α~A , β~A , x~A ) above is possible only due to the strong form of simulation extractability that we
proved for Πdl (under (1, 0)-dlog, which is clearly implied by (2n − 1, 2n − 2)-edlog). Namely, in
our scenario, A sees both honest and simulated proofs from B and also gets group-based auxiliary
G1
G2
inputs that the strong simulation extractability modelled by Opoly
, Opoly
oracles (the extraction
success is argued similarly to how it is done in Lemma 3).
When A requests an honest update number icrit2 in the second phase, B uses rδ , sδ from the
challenge to set
!
1
1
G rδ z+sδ , H rδ z+sδ , {G(rδ z+sδ )(Zβ (z)ui (Zx (z))+Zα (z)vi (Zx (z))+wi (Zx (z))) }m
,
i=`+1
srss =
.
i
n−2
{G(rδ z+sδ )(Zx (z)) t(Zx (z)) }i=0
Notice that B embeds rδ z + sδ in an inverted way. This is due to the fact that we only have
G1/(rδ z+sδ ) and H 1/(rδ z+sδ ) in the dlog challenge, but when we do the second phase update we
i
must construct the G(αui (x)+...)/δ and Gt(x)x /δ elements which we cannot do if δ is in the denomi
i
i
inator. The reason is that these elements are constructed from Gx /δ , Gαx /δ , Gβx /δ monomials,
and since B does not know δ, it cannot exponentiate the elements A provided as an input to
the update query, so B must construct these problematic SRS parts from scratch using the edlog
challenge. For example, xi /δ would be represented as (rx z+sx )i /(rδ z+sδ ), which is not a Laurent
i
polynomial but a rational function in z. So we cannot build Gx /δ from our dlog challenge with
the direct δ embedding strategy. At the same time, embedding rδ z + sδ in an inverted way can be
i
done: now xi /δ is G(rx z+sx ) (rδ z+sδ ) which is a positive-power polynomial in z, so we can build
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j

it from {Gz } which are available. Simpler SRS elements Gδ and H δ can also be constructed:
they are just G1/(rδ z+sδ ) , H 1/(rδ z+sδ ) . Since if rδ z + sδ is uniform, 1/(rδ z + sδ ) is also uniform,
and A cannot notice the inverted embedding.
n−2

The maximum degree polynomial here is in the fourth set of srss elements, G(rδ z+sδ )(Zx (z)) t(Zx (z)) ,
equal to 2n − 1, which explains the G1 degree of edlog. As for G2 , its maximum degree is in
2n−2
H (rx z+sx )
in srsu , and thus equal to 2n − 2. Therefore, (2n − 1, 2n − 2)-edlog is enough for
the embedding to succeed.
Then B simulates a proof of correctness by using SimUpdProof as in ϕ = 1 case, which again
uses the PoK simulator in a black-box way after constructing an instance φ. In this case, with
1
−1
0
the inverted embedding, we must set Gι̂ = (G rδ z+sδ )ι̂ and similarly for H, but we can still do
it from the edlog challenge.
A
A
When A finalises in phase 2, B sees the verifying proofs (π2:1
, . . . , π2:t
) for all updates after
2
the last (critical) update query that A made. Again, the actual number of proofs in the SRS is
higher, but B discards the prefix corresponding to the pre-critical execution. Then B can extract
δ~A such that


Q
Q
 (rδ z+sδ )(Ẑβ (z)ui (Ẑx (z))+Ẑα (z)vi (Ẑx (z))+wi (Ẑx (z))) m
A
A
j δj
j δj
Q
A
 G rδ z+sδ , H rδ z+sδ , G
j δj
,




i=`+1
srss =   (r z+s )(Ẑ (z))i t(Ẑ (z)) 

n−2
x
δ
δ Qx


A
j δj
G
i=0

where j = 1, . . . , t2 . We, as before, set Zδ (Z) =

rQ
δ Z+sδ
A .
j δj

We first define Q3 (Zx , Zα , Zβ , Zδ ) = Q2 (Zx , Zα , Zβ , 1/Zδ ), which inverts the last coefficient, to
~2 ) = 0;
account for the inverted embedding of δ trapdoor. From bad we know Q2 6≡ 0, and Q2 (ψ
Q3 has similar properties. First, if Q2 6≡ 0, then Q3 6≡ 0, since if Q2 includes some nonzero
monomial M Zδi for M monomial in Zx , Zα , Zβ , and some i, then in Q3 there will be a nonzero
~2 ) = 0, then Q3 (zx , zα , zβ , 1/zδ ) = Q2 (ψ)
~ = 0. We will
coefficient of M Zδ−i . Second, if Q2 (ψ
~
~
denote ψ3 := (zx , zα , zβ , 1/zδ ), so Q3 (ψ3 ) = 0.
Let us transform the Laurent polynomial Q3 to a standard positive-power polynomial. We do
this by defining Q4 ({Zι }ι ) := Q3 ({Zι }ι )·Zδ2 , where Zδ is a formal variable. Q4 is a positive power
polynomial since Q3 can only have at most Zδ−2 as a negative degree monomial: e.g. Zδ−1 in both
A and B, which is true even after Q3 inversion on the previous step, since δ has powers 1 and
~3 ) = 0, it follows that Q4 ({Zι }ι ) 6≡ 0
−1 in the SRS. Moreover, since Q3 ({Zι }ι ) 6≡ 0 and Q3 (ψ
~
and Q4 (ψ3 ) = 0.
Next we introduce Q0 (Z) := Q4 (rx Z + sx , rα Z + sα , rβ Z + sβ , rδ Z + sδ ), which reinterprets Q4 as
a polynomial over Z instead of {Zι }. Here, the last element rδ Z + sδ is passed into Q4 directly,
~3 (z),
since rδ Z + sδ = 1/zδ . From this it follows that (rx z + sx , rα z + sα , rβ z + sβ , rδ z + sδ ) = ψ
0
0
~
and z is one of the roots of Q since Q (z) = Q4 (ψ3 (z)) = 0.
If we can show that Q0 (Z) 6= 0, then B can factor it to find z. To show this, let us first define
an intermediate polynomial Q03 (Z) = Q4 ({Rι Z + Sι }ι ) in variable Z over the ring of polynomials Zp [Rα , Rβ , Rx , Rδ , Sα , Sβ , Sx , Sδ ]. Accoding to Lemma 1, the leading coefficient of Q03 (Z)
is a polynomial C(Rα , Rβ , Rx , Rδ ) with the same degree d as is the total degree of Q4 ({Zι }ι ).
Since the total degree of Q4 ({Zι }ι ) is non-zero, then C is a non-zero polynomial. Values rι
are information-theoretically hidden from A since B set critical trapdoors to be zι = rι z + sι
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(and for δ it is inverted). Therefore, rα , rβ , rx , rδ are chosen uniformly randomly and independently from C. According to the Schwartz-Zippel lemma (see Lemma 2), the probability that
c := C(rα , rβ , rx , rδ ) = 0 is bounded by d/p. Hence, with an overwhelming probability Q0 (Z) 6≡ 0
since it has a non-zero leading coefficient c. This is sufficient for B to factor Q0 and to find z.
It follows that the event bad can only happen with negligible probability.

t
u

Now, combining the results of the last two lemmas with the previous game transitions:
A
A
(1λ ) = 1] ≤ Pr[GameA,E
(1λ ) = 1] + negl(λ)
Pr[GameA,E
0
1
A
(1λ ) = 1] + negl(λ)
= (q1 q2 ) Pr[GameA,E
2


A
≤ (q1 q2 ) Pr[GameA,E
(1λ ) = 1 | ¬bad] + Pr[bad] + negl(λ)
2
= (q1 q2 )(negl(λ) + negl(λ)) + negl(λ) = negl(λ)
This concludes the proof of the update knowledge soundness theorem.

t
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A

Lemmas for Groth16 Completeness

This section presents the additional lemmas for the completeness proof of Theorem 3.
Lemma 7. If SRS passes VerifySRS, then it forms a valid Groth’s SNARK SRS.
Proof. We prove the statement following VerifySRS line by line.
– Line 4 certifies that Gx:1 6= [0]1 , Gαx:0 6= [0]1 , Gβx:0 6= [0]1 . Assume then then their values
are x, α, β correspondingly.
– Line 5 ensures that (1) Gx:i has the same exponent as Hx:i (thus exponent of Hx:1 is x too),
and that (2) exponent of Gx:i is exponent of Gx:i−1 multiplied by x. Thus, Gx:i = [xi ]1 , and
Hx:i = [xi ]2 .
– Similarly, line 6 ensures that (1) Gιx:i has the same exponent as Hιx:i (thus exponent of Hιx:0
is ι), and that (2) exponent of Gιx:i is ιxi . Therefore, the exponent of Hιx:i is ιxi too.
– Line 9 certifies that Gδ 6= [0] (thus let uss assume that its exponent is δ), and that exponent
of Hδ is the same.
Pn−1
– Line 10 certifies that Gsum:i is the ith x-power of 0 (βu(x) + αv(x) + w(x))/δ.
– Line 11 ensures that each Gt(x):i is equal to t(x)xi /δ.
t
u

Therefore, SRS is in exactly the same form as in Groth’s SNARK Setup.
Lemma 8. Groth’s SNARK has update completeness.
Proof. Again, we are analysing Update together with VerifySRS:
i

ϕ = 1 First, we will ensure that new SRS is well-formed. Line 8 first multiplies every Gx and
i
i
i
H x by x0i replacing x with xx0 . Next it updates each ιxi to ιι0 (xx0 )i in Gιx and H ιx for
ι ∈ α, β. Specialize merely recomputes srss from srsu and its correctness is easy to verify.
Thus, the new srs is well-formed. Second, the update proof is correct because for each ι: (1)
on step 3.b.ii of VerifySRS the proof of knowledge created on line 3 will be correct, since it is
applied to the same instance; and (2) for i > 1, assuming the previous update was correct,
(i)
the verification equation will check that the exponent of Gι (expected to be ιι0 ) is equal to
(i−1)
(i)
the exponent of Gι
(ι) multiplied by the exponent of Hι0 (ι0 ).
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ϕ = 2 Similarly. The SRS itself updates δ to δδ 0 , and proofs are verified exactly in the same
manner, but for δ instead of α, β, x.
t
u

